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A New Test Oscillator
That Works Anywhere

ASINGLE Test Oscillator that works
on any power source of 90 to 120
volts -a -c of any commercial fre-

quency, line d.c or batteries-that has dial
scale calibrated for intermediate and broad-
cast frequencies, and is constantly modu-
lated, is the new Model 30, produced by
Herman Bernard. The size is only 5 x 5 x 3
inches (illustration is one-third actual size.)

The Test Oscillator is in a shield cabinet
that is isolated from the line, the output
is isolated from both line and cabinet, and
the line is fused.

The scale calibration is from 135 to 1,500 kc.
Model 30, equipped with tube, ready for use;
instruction booklet supplied

Send $6.50. Model 30 will be $ 50
shipped express collect. Shipping
weight 5 lbs.

The Model 30 Test Oscillator is for peaking in-
termediate frequehcy amplifiers (all commercial
frequencies), also padding set oscillators and
lining up tuned -radio -frequency channels.
Model 3U -S is exactly the same in appearance,
but is for short waves only.

SHORT -WAVE OSCILLATOR
Besides the commercial model Test Oscillator above described, another
Model, 30-S, is available at the same price, for short-wave frequencies.
Commercial intermediate frequencies cannot be lined up with Model 30-S.

NOTICE: Price of both these Test Oscillators will be increaesd to $7.50 on, Nov. 15th.

EDWARD M. SHIEPE, 135 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Vol. III of RIDER'S MANUAL (A New Book)
Just out, John F. Elder's VoL III Manual weighs nearly 11 lbs. and ham 1,100 pages.

all diagrams of commercial receivers, etc. (no text). Sets announced up to May
lst, 1933, are included-and complete information on every one. including resistance
'runes. The volume is original and necessary and does not repeat data that are in
Pols. I and II.

A Chronological Catalog and Index of all nationally -advertised radio receivers manu-
factured and sold in the United States between January, 1921 and January, 1933 are
contained in Volume III. This list will be of tremendous aid in the identification
of receivers for which the model number is not known.

Complete data include schematic wiring diagrams; chassis wiring diagrams; parts
layouts; photographic views of chassis; socket layouts; voltage data; resistor values;
condenser values; location of alignment and trimmer condensers; alignment and trimmer
adjustment frequencies; intermediate -frequency amplifier peaks; alignment and inter-
mediate -frequency adjustment instructions; color coding; transformer connections; point-
to-point data; continuity test data; parts list with prices; special notes.

Complete tabulation of tube data showing electrical characteristics and constants for
all of the tubes employed in radio receivers and amplifiers since 1921. Also a table
of interchangeable types.

A complete table of I.F. peak frequencies as used in radio receivers. This list
augments the information of this type shown upon the diagram pages. Intermediate -
frequency amplifier peak information is very important because quite a few of the
manufacturers employ more than one figure in their year's production. A wrong guess
on your part means trouble.

Order Cat. RM-3 $7.50. Remit with order and we Day postage. Order C.O.D.
and you pay postage.

Volume l7-Order Cat. RM-2 @ $0.50

Volume Ili of Rider's Man-
ual has a page sequence In
accordance with Vols. I and
11, and is not cumulative, or
repetitive of the earlier vol-
umes. However, It Contains
an Index for all three vol-
umes.

HENNESSY RADIO PUBLICATIONS CORP.
145 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

TO RADIO WORLD SUBSCRIBERS:
Congress recently enacted a law making it compulsory for postmasters to charge publishers

two cents for every change of address filed with the post office.
This means an annual expense of a substantial sum of money to Radio World every year

unless subscribers immediately notify our subscription Department of changes in address.Please let our Subscription Department hear from you just as soon as you know that there
is to be a change in your address. Thank you!

Subscription Dept., RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

NEW PRICES
TROUBLE SHOOTER'S

MANUAL, Nos. I, II and III
Having assembled 2,000 diagrams of commercial

receivers, power amplifiers, converters, etc., in
1,200 pages of Volume No. 1 of his Perpetual
Trouble Shooter's Manual, John F. Rider, noted
radio engineer, has prepared Volume No. 2 on an
even more detailed scale, covering all the latest
receivers. Volume No. 2 does not duplicate dia-
grams in Volume No. 1, but contains only new,
additional diagrams, and a new all-inclusive in-
formation on the circuits covered.
Volume No. 3 (Recently Issued). Order Cat.

RM P.M
Volume No. 2-Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Man-

ual, by John F. Rider, Shipping weight 0 lbs.
Order Cat. RM-VT (4 $6.50

Volume No. 1 (8 lbs.). Order Cat. RM-VO @ $7.50
We pay postage in United States on receipt of

purchase price with order. Canadian, Mexican and
other foreign remittances must be in funds payable
in New York.

RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th Street New York City

RADIO WORLD
and "RADIO NEWS"

BOTH FOR
ONE YEAR $7.00 Canadian

and Foreign
$1.50 extra

You can obtain the two leading radio technical magazinesthat cater to experiente, serice men ad udents.
the first and only natmionalrs radiov weekly andn thest leadlnamonthly fey one year each, at a saving of $1.50. Tb.regular mall subscription rate for Radio World for oneioar. a new and fascinating eopy each week far 52 weeksis $6.00. Send In 51.00 extra, get "Radio News" elsefor a year-a new issue each month for twelve menthsTotal 64 issues for $7.00.
RADIO WORLD. 145 West 45th Street. New York. N.

BOOKS AT A PRICE
"The Superheterodyne," by J. E. Anderson andHerman Bernard. A treatise on the theory and

practice of the outstanding circuit of the day.Special problems of superheterodynes treated au-thoritatively Per copy. (Cat. AB-SH), postpaid -80s"Foothold on Radio," by Anderson and Bernard. Asimple and elementary exposition of how broad-casting is conducted, with some receiver circuitsand an explanation of their functioning. (Cat.AB -1714) nostpaid ...23aHENNESSY RADIO PUBS. CORP.
143 West 45th St. New York City

LAPEL
MICROPHONE

A single -button car-
bon -granule lapel mi-
crophone, impedance
200 ohms, requiring
4.5 -volt excitation, of
good frequency char-
acteristics, and both
handy and inconspicu-
ous. Outside diameter,
15A inches. The case
is chromium -plated
brass. The excitation
may be provided by
introducing the micro-

phone in a cathode circuit carrying around 20
to 25 milliamperes, or a 4.5 -volt C biasing
battery may be used. Net price, $2.95.

RELIABLE RADIO COMPANY
145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

Vest Pocket Size Flashlight
for Radio Repair Work-

FREE
Great for getting right down into

your set!
Obtain one free with 3 months' subscription

for Radio World at the regular rate of $1.50.
Send postpaid.

Sub. Dept.
RADIO WORLD

145 West 45th Street New York, N. Y.

Quick -Action
Classified

Advertisements
la a Word-41.ft Minimums

SELL ELECTRIC NEONLIKE WINDOW DIS-
PLAY SIGNS. Complete, 98c. Particulars. Slogans
8 in. x 14 in. Box 63, Rugby Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ATTENTION, CUSTOM AND HOME SET
BUILDERS! Real quality reproduction at low as
well as high volume. It's a super -heterodyne
using the efficient new tubes -2A7, 2B7s, 58s, and
2A3. Complete blue prints and specifications. My
follow-up information service assures you success
in building your own set. Write me for details.
Art. A. Johnson, Custom Radio Receivers, 320
South Church Street, Rockford, Ill.

MODERN TUBE INDEX, all tubes, all the dope,
all manufacturers, socket connections, everything.
Most complete of all. Sheet 21 x 27 inches. Price
25c. RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street,
New York, N. Y.

HENLEY'S "TWENTIETH CENTURY BOOK
OF RECIPES, FORMULAS & PROCESSES."
New 1933 Edition. Ten thousand procesess, recipes,
trade secrets and money -making formulas. For
the laboratory, workshop, factory and home. Some
subjects fully covered: Dyes, Inks, Waterproofing,
Perfumes, Cement, Plating, Glass, Dentifrices,
Varnishes, Soaps, Glues, Paints, Adhesives, En-
amelling, Hairdressings, Cosmetics, Oils. Price,
$4.00. Book Dept., Radio World, 145 W. 45th St.,
New York City.

THE FORD MODEL-"A" Car and Model "AA"
Truck-Construction, Operation and Repair-Re-
vised New Edition. Ford Car authority. Victor
W. Page. 708 pages, 318 illustrations. Price $2.50.
Radio World. 145 W 45th St New York

"SPECIALIZED AUTO RADIO MANUAL," Vol.
I, by John F. Rider-loose leaf-about 300 pages-
up to the minute. Letter press printed. All dia-
grams clear and the figures easy to read. Covers
old and new auto radio receivers, and includes
recently announced auto radio installations. Price,
$3.50. RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street,
New York, N. Y.

NEW RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK, 180,000
words, 207 illustrations, 218 pages (10th edition,
issued 1933). Issued by the American Radio Relay
League. Price, $1.00 per copy. Radio World,
145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

"THE FORD V-EIGHT-'B'-FOUR-
'13B'-TRUCK," by C. B. Manly. A New and Prac-
tical Book for Everyone Interested in the Con-
struction, Adjustment, Upkeep and Repair of The
New Fords. Over 250 pages, 125 illustrations.
Complete cross index. Pocket size, flexible leather-
ette cover. Price $2.00. Radio World, 145 W 45th
St., New York, N. Y.
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NEW SERVICE
EQUIPMENT

Cat. 907 WI.0
De Luxe Ana-lyzer Plus.
with 5 -ft. S-
had cable at-
tached. Price

$3.28

De Luxe Analyzer Ping, with
new seven -pin base, with 5 -ft.
cable (not shown), two alternate
grid connector caps and stud
socket at bottom that connects
to both grid caps. Eight -wire
cable assures adaptability to
future tube designs, including
tubes with 7 -pin bases and igrid
cep soon to be released to the
public (2A7, 6B7, 2B7 and 6A7).

The eighth lead connects to
the two grid caps and stud
socket which is a latch lock.
Standard adapters for the De
Luxe Analyzer Plug are 7 top
to 6 bottom, 7 top to 5 bottom
and 7 top to 4 bottom, thus re-
ducing to required number of
pins and enabling testing of cir-
cuits using all popular tubes.
Special adapters, as for UX-199,
UV -199, etc., obtainable.

Latch in Analyzer Plug base grips adapter studs so
adapter is always pulled out with Analyzer Plug
(adapter can't stick In Bet socket). Pressing latch

lever at bottom of Analyzer plug releases adapter.
Analyzer Plug Is of smaller diameter than amallest
tube and thus fits into tightest place'. Made by
Alden.

Analyzer Plug. 7 pin, with 8 -lead 6 -toot cable at-
tached, (adapter, extra). Cat. 907 WLC @ $3.23

Cat. 976 -DS
New plug -is
adapter, 7 -hole
top, 8 -pin base,
with locking stud
that fits into 907-
WLC latch.
Price 73

Cat. 975-08
New plug i
adapter. 7 -hole
top, 5 -pia base,
with locking stud
that tits into 907-
WLC latch.
Price 73

Cat. 974-013New plug-in
adapter, 7 -hole
top, 5 -pin ban,
with locking stud
that tits into 907-
WLC latch.
Price 73

Above three adapters essential for 907-WLC to telt
UR. CrY and 8 -pin tubes, including such tubes with
grid caps

CAT. 456-E
In the Analyzer end, use
a 9 -hole universal socket.
that automatically takes
T1X, ITT and six -pin
tubes, with errorless con-
nections. Price

COT 437 E
To accommodate 7 -pin
tubes, which will not fit
Into Cat. 456-E universal
socket, use Cat. 437 E. a

seven -pin companion sock-
et, same size. Price .24

If Instead of using two sockets. the universal Cat
436-B and the Cat. 497, the universal alone may be
used, with an adapter that has six -pin bottom and
7 -hole top to enable putting 7 -pin tubes into the unt.
venal socket. A 6 -inch lead with phone tip is eye
leted to the side. A pin lack you put on Analyzer,
connected to seventh lead of 907-WLC cable, picks upcontrol grid of 7 -pin tube through the eyeleted lead.
Cat. 976 -SL 0 .73

MULTIPLE SWITCH
For switching to nine different positions, enabling

current, voltage and other readings. Any one position
opens a circuit and closes another. Thus the opener,
by interruption, glees access to plate, cathode. etc.,
leads, for current readings, while the closer puts the
current meter in the otherwise open circuit. Opener
is disregarded for positions used for voltage measure-
ments. Switch has detest for "millions,' action. Cat.
2NS9-1lEP-9-119 0 2.95
Double pole, sins throw switch. Cat. 1N89 -1{P-9

11.18

Hennessy Radio Pubs. Corp.
143 West 45th St., New York City

SPECIAL
SMALL POWER

TRANSFORMER
Filament -plate transformer, for oscillators, 1 or2 -tube sets, etc.
Primary, 110 volts a -c.
Secondary A, 2.5 volts, center -tapped; stands upto 3 amperes.
Secondary B, 110 volts, not center -tapped.
Excellent for test oscillators with a -c in plate.

Price, $1.10
RADIO WORLD

145 West 45th Street New York, N. Y.

Make More Calls at Lower Cost...

--ardak No. 710 Tester
THIS popu-

larly priced
tester is just
what you have
been looking
for! It fills
every need of
both the expert
servicemen and
the radio be-
ginner. It is de-
signed to oper-
ate accurately
under the
hardest kind of
service.
The No. 710 Tester is designed for the test-
ing of both new and old radios. It handles
the most advanced circuits and newest
tubes. It is equipped with a practical se-
lector switch for checking all parts of tube
circuits by connecting to the set sockets.
Selection for testing voltage of plate, grid,
cathode, suppressor grid and screen grid is
quickly and accurately clone. Plate current,
filament volts, line and power supply volts,
resistance and continuity are measured.
Battery is used for continuity testing of
transformers, chokes, etc.

The No. 711 Tester i
the same as the No,
except that it is equipped
with the new Triplett
D'Arsonval Volt - Ohm-
meter, which has 1000
ohms per volt resistance.

READRITE METER WORKS
90 College Avenue, Bluffton, Ohio

SEND COUPON FOR FACTS!

Your Jobber
Can Supply

You
... with the No. 710 Tester
at the Dealer's Net Price
of only

$16.50
SEE HIM TODAY.

READRITE METER WORKS
90 College Ave., Bluffton, Ohio
Gentlemen :

Send me catalog on Readrite
pose Tester, as well as folder
Readrite Leadership.

Name

Street

City

No. 71u .All-l'ur-
giving proofs of

Address

State

SOLDERING IRON
F R E E !
Works on 110-120 volts AC or DC, power,
SO watts A serviceable iron, with copper
tip, 5 ft. cable and male plug. Send $1.50
for 13 weeks' subscription for Radio World
and get these free) Please state ii you are
renewing existing subscription.

RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th St N Y. Oty

Subscribers! Important!
Note subscription expiration date on

wrapper containing your copy of RADIO
WORLD. If nearing expiration date,
please send in renewal so that you will
not miss any copies. Subscription Dept..
RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th St., New
York City.

115 DIAGRAMS FREE
116 Circuit Diagrams of Commercial heemsers saePower Supplies suppleineouna the diagrams is Jobe P.alder'. -Trouble Shooter's Manual." Thu.u. aehamausMigrants of factory -made revel ifs summa ;be amp e-facturera mime and model number on inch disgrace. is -elude the MORT 1MPORTeNT IICILLSZN win) kicxrrras
The 116 Magmas *sob 1s blace and white. on stwous14, a 11 inch., mulched with three standard holet teeloom -teat bindles rotestItum a supplecoisat 'net sestet beobtained by all DOHM11110:11 of 'Trimble latioentre Manualw make the manual complete
Circuits Include Bomb 54 D. C. lanes grid: EtatidleYodel r, Crueler 10 IL 15 terms grid. ltres.e.we wpm

611 senses grid. trig 114 4 C screen grid. Peerless§13setroststts cerise Philo., IA screen gridSubscribe 'or Radio World for 8 months et stst MOULTruaserlsttos rate of 91 54 and tars these distreas 4.'Unwed to Cos rags!
Proses* osbocesbers me, Mks eilnownspis yt Nat,rigs' Please *et go ryes, hero 10 cassias.estrosolifog your ex01.wries eat.
Range World. 14S West ads St,. New York N. T.

COMPLETE TUBE CHARAC-
TERISTICS WITH SOCKET

CONNECTIONS
In Radio World dated Sept. 9, 1933. 15c a copy:or start your subscription with that issue. RadioWorld, 145 West 45th St., New York City.
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TESTING TUBES
Shorts, Gas, Power, Emission and Mutual

Conductance Determined
By J. E. Anderson

FIG. 1

This circuit is suitable for making
short-circuit tests of a tube. One
or more lamps light when there is
a short, depending on where the

short is.

SHORT CIRCUITS frequently occur in
vacuum tubes, and when they do, the tube
ceases to function. Sometimes a short oc-
curs only when the tube is hot, and at
other times it occurs when the tube is cold
as well. If it occurs only when the tube is
hot, a test on the tube for a short when it
is cold will not reveal the trouble. Hence
tests should be made when the tube has the
normal operating temperature. Occasionally
a short is not complete, that is, it is not a
"dead short," as there may be a high re-
sistance at the contacts. Allowance must be
made for this possibility in making the
short-circuit test.

Short -Circuit Tester
In Fig. 1. is a short-circuit tester suitable

for a tube having six or fewer terminals.
By using more transformers and indicators
it may be made to fit tubes having more
electrodes. While four different transform -

P1

FIG. 2
An emission test on a tube can be
made with this circuit. The total
current is measured with a low
voltage on the anode. The plate and

all grids are tied together.

ers are used in this case, a single trans-
former with four secondary windings can
be used equally well. In each of the second-
ary windings is an indicating lamp. Since
there may be a high resistance in one of the
shorts, the lamps should be selected so that
they will glow on a small current. The
voltage of the secondaries, of course, must
be selected to fit the lamps that are used as
indicators.

When there is a short one or more of
the indicator lamps will light, with a bright
light if the short is complete and with a
red glow if there is a resistance in series.
Which lamp, or lamps, will glow depends on
where the short is. Suppose there is a
short between the control grid and the
cathode. Lamp No. 1 will light. If there is
a short between the filament and the cathode,
lamp No. 2 will light. If the short is be-
tween the filament and the control grid both
No. 1 and No. 2 lamps will light.

-011-.m.wek

P3

)10101114-7 -

FIG. 3
This circuit measures the mutual
conductance of the tube by the "grid
shift" method. The potentiometer
should be adjusted so that the

change in the bias is one volt.

Suppose now that the short is between the
screen grid and the filament. Lamp No. 3
will light. If the short is between the screen
and the cathode, lamps Nos. 2 and 3 will
light, and if the short is between the screen
and the control grid, Nos. 1, 2 and 3 will
light. If the short is between the screen
and the plate, No. 4 will light. If it is be-
tween the plate and the filament, Nos. 3 and
4 will light. These are just a few of the
combinations that will be tested. There are
21 possible combination in all, consisting of
4 singles, 12 doubles, 4 triples and one
quadruple.

In case more than one lamp lights at a
time, the fault is not definitely located, be-
cause there may be two or more shorts.
This uncertainty can be removed by open-
ing up the circuits, which may be done by
removing lamps.

Perhaps a simpler short-circuit tester
would be one transformer, one indicating
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Mutual Conductance and Power Output Measurements

FIG. 4

This circuit measures the mutual conductance of the
tube under dynamic conditions. The reading on A
divided by the voltage at Eg is the characteristic

sought.

lamp, and a provision for heating the tube
to its normal temperature. The secondary
circuit, including the lamp, could then be
provided with test prods which could be
connected between any two terminals on the
tube. Such a tester would apply to any tube
regardless of the number of electrodes.
When the test prods are used, good con-
tact should be made to reduce the resistance.

Emission Tester
A tube functions only because of its elec-

tron emission. As a tube is used, the elec-
trons emitted by the cathode decrease, and
finally cease. When the emission has fallen
below a certain value the tube becomes use-
less. Hence it is important to have a means
of measuring the emission of any tube.

The emission, or emission current, is the
saturation current of the tube ; that is, the
current determined by the total number of
electrons emitted from the cathode at the
normal operating temperature. This current,
however, is so high for many tubes that it
is not practical to measure it. Hence the
emission is measured with a comparatively
low anode, or plate, voltage. The space
charge is depended on for limiting the cur-
rent. That is, the anode voltage used is so
low that it is not able to attract all the
electrons emitted. Any tube is rated in
terms of a normal tube and it is not neces-
sary to know the actual saturation current.
A tube known to be in good condition can
first be tested with the same anode voltage,
and then the suspected tube. If this gives
a much lower plate current the emission is
subnormal.

A circuit suitable for the measurement of
the emission is given in Fig. 2. It will be
noticed that all grids are connected to the
plate from the anode. Thus the tube is tested
as a diode. The filament voltage is adjusted
to normal by the rheostat, with the aid of
voltmeter El. The plate voltage is adjusted
by means of the potentiometer P, with the
aid of voltmeter E2. For any Riven type of
tube the voltage indicated by E2 should al-
ways be the same, and it should have a low
value. The emission is read on the milliam-
meter A. Readings should be taken quickly
because if the emission is heavy, the life of
the tube is shortened to some extent. This
is important in case the tube tested happens
to be good.

Mutual Conductance
The mutual conductance of a tube gives

a better test of its capability because that
measures the amplification. The mutual

3 iP
DC

Ps,

P4
MANWVVV-4

_010111+

FIG. 5
This circuit is suitable for measuring the output power
of a tube. The power output test is one of the best for
judging the condition of a tube, even for a voltage

amplifier tube.

conductance of a tube is the ratio of the
change in the plate current to the change in
the grid voltage producing that change in
the plate current, the plate and screen volt-
ages remaining constant. The change in the
grid voltage should be very small, but a
convenient value of the change is one volt,
for when this voltage change is used the
change in the current is the mutual con-
ductance.

In Fig. 3 is a circuit suitable for meas-
uring the mutual conductance under static
conditions. Batteries and potentiometers are
provided for supplying and adjusting the
various voltages required. By means of P2
the fixed operating bias is adjusted and by
P1 the voltage that is to be added to the
bias. The voltmeter across the lower por-
tion of P1 should be adjusted to read one
volt. First the current in the milliammeter
A should be read when the key in the grid
circuit is pressed down, and then again when
the key is up. The difference in the grid
bias in the two positions of the key is one
volt, and therefore the difference between
the two current readings is the mutual con-
ductance. This method of measuring the
mutual conductance is called the "grid shift"
method.

Dynamic Method
A tube does not operate under static con-

ditions and for that reason the preceding
method of measuring the mutual conductance
is not entirely satisfactory. It is better to
measure the mutual conductance under dy-
namic conditions. This can be done by re-
moving the device supplying the added bias
in Fig. 3 and substituting a transformer by
which an a -c voltage of one volt, effective
value, can be applied to the grid, and then
using an a -c milliammeter, dynamometer
type, in the plate circuit. The reading on
the a -c meter is the mutual conductance. In
case the effective input voltage has some
other value than one volt, the mutual con-
ductance is the reading on the a -c milli -
ammeter divided by the grid input voltage.

If a dynamometer a -c milliammeter is
not available an approximate value of the
mutual conductance can be obtained by a
circuit such as that in Fig. 4. This is the
same as that suggested above except that
the d -c component of the a -c current is
filtered out in another way. Ch should be
an audio choke of high inductance and C
should be a condenser of large value. Values
of 100 henries and 10 mfd. might be used if
the frequency of the signal is 400 cycles per
second. This modified method is in error to

the extent that the a -c component flows
through the choke coil rather than through
the meter.

Power Test
One way of testing a tube that gives a

close check on its amplification property is
to measure the output power. This gives
directly the capability of the power tube and
indirectly a tube that functions as a voltage
amplifier.

A circuit suitable for measuring the power
output of a pentode is shown in Fig. 5, but
it is applicable to other tubes with slight
modifications. An a -c signal voltage of suit-
able value is applied to the control grid by
means of a transformer and measured by
means of an a -c voltmeter. The power out-
put resulting from this input voltage is
measured by the a -c milliammeter A and
the known value of the resistance R. The
d -c component of the output current is sep-
arated from the a -c by the usual choke, Ch,
and condenser, C. The power is RI', in
which R is expresed in ohms and I in
amperes.

The sensitivity of the a -c milliammeter
depends on the tube and the load resistance,
as well as on the input voltage. The input
voltage can be adjusted to the maximum
value for the tube in question, that is, to
such a value that its peak is equal to the
fixed bias. The effective value, which is in-
dicated by the a -c voltmeter, is 0.707 as
great as the peak. Hence the peak is 1.41
times greater than the effective value.

Choice of Load
The value of R should be that specified

as the proper load in the case of a power
tube. In the case of a voltage amplifier tube
it might have a value comparable to that
specified for load resistance, or it may have
a lower value in case the sensitivity of the
a -c milliammeter is such that no accurate
readings can be obtained with the high re-
sistance.

A standard for each type of tube can be
established, either by taking the values of
rated output power given in tube charts, or,if this is not available, by measuring the
output of a tube that is known to be in goodcondition.

Suppose we are dealing with a pentode re-
quiring a load resistance of 6,000 ohms. Ris made this value. The grid bias requiredmay be 18 volts. Hence we might adjust
the effective value of the input voltage to12.5 volts. This might yield an a -c plate

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
current of 22 milliamperes. Hence the
power is 2.9 watts. The rating of 'the nor-
mal tube is 3 watts. Hence we conclude that
the tube is all right.

Current between the control grid and the
cathode flows under certain conditions, and
in many cases the misbehavior of the cir-
cuit depends on this current. Not all tubes
are equal in this respect. Hence it is im-
portant to have a means of measuring the
current. Frequently the current is so small
that it cannot be measured with ordinary de-
flection meters, and therefore another ar-
rangement is necessary. A typical circuit is
illustrated in Fig. 6. It is drawn for a
heater type triode, but X indicates that it
applies to other types as well. In case the
tube has the other elements the specified
voltages should be applied to them. Of
course, the plate voltage should also be the
specified voltage.

First let the grid bias be adjusted to the
value at which it is desired to measure the
grid current. Then close the switch S. Note
the plate current on the milliammeter A.
Now open the switch S. This throws re-
sistance Rc in the grid circuit and the grid
current will establish a voltage across it
which is proportional to the grid current.
This voltage is added to the bias, and there-
fore the plate current will change. Now re-
duce the grid bias, as measured by E, until
the plate current is returned to its original
value. The change in the grid bias as read
on E is equal to the voltage drop in Rc.
Hence if we divide the change by the value
of the resistance Rx, we get the grid cur-
rent. Symbolically this is Ig = d E.,/R,, in
which dEe is the change in the grid bias.

Getting Accuracy
In order to get an accurate value of the

change in the voltage, the voltmeter should
be one of low range. If the bias is high,
it is not necessary to connect the meter
across the entire battery, but only across a
portion of it, that portion to be such that
it covers the change. Just what the adjust-
ment should be is found experimentally by
one or two preliminary tests.

In order to get accuracy it is also essen-
tial that the plate current be returned to
exactly the original value. This is difficult
if the total current in the plate circuit has
A high value. It is possible, however, to
increase the accuracy by balancing out the
normal plate current by an arrangement as
shown by the dotted lines. This permits the
use of, a much more sensitive meter in the
plate circuit, say a 0-100 microammeter in
place of a 0-10 milliammeter. The rheostat
Rh is used for effecting the balance. Great
care must be exercised in using this balanc-
ing method, for the sensitive meter can be
ruined both by the plate current and the
balancing current. It is only when these
two are nearly equal that it is safe to con-
nect the sensitive meter in the circuit. As
a precaution, a variable shunt can be con-
nected across the meter during the prelim-
inary adjustment.

Value of Resistance
The value of the resistance Rc depends on

the value of the grid current. If this is
very small, the grid resistance must be high.
For example, it might have to be of the
order of 100 megohms. One difficulty in
using such high valuei in determining just
what their values are. The determination of
the grid current can be no more accurate
than the accuracy with which the grid re-
sistance is known. Another factor which
might introduce an error is the leakage
across the switch. Unless a high order of
insulation is used, the resistance of the
switch might be of the same order of mag-
nitude as the resistance used. In that case
the error would be very large.

The method illustrated in Fig. 6 measures
the total grid current, which may be com-
posed of electrons from other electrodes to
the control grid, ionization current, leakage
current through various insulation materials,

FIG. 6
This illustrates a method
of measuring the total
grid current when this is
so small that it cannot
accurately be measured

with a milliammeter.

electron emission from the control grid, and
electrons from the cathode which reach the
grid by virtue of contact potentials and
initial velocities. All these components are
not in the same direction, and for that
reason the total current may be less than
some of the parts. It is the algebraic sum
of the various currents that counts and it is
that which is measured by the method in
Fig. 6.

The ionization current is a large comp-
onent for low negative voltages and for posi-
tive voltages. It flows from the grid to the
cathode in the external circuit, or in the op-
posite direction to the current due to contact
potentials and initial velocities. These two
currents are numerically the largest. The
ionization current is greater in proportion
to the gas content of the tube and for that
reason it is a measure of the amount of resi-
dual gas.

Measuring Ionization

A method of measuring the ionization
current is indicated in Fig. 7. The plate is
maintained at a negative voltage and the
grid at a positive. The cathode temperature,
or the heater or filament current, is adjusted
so that the grid current is small. Under
these conditions the plate current is meas-
ured with a sensitive milliammeter. The
amount of current gives an indication of
the amount of gas in the tube. The low
grid current insures that the temperatures
will be low enough so that no gas will be
emitted by the electrodes. If the tube under
measurement has more electrodes these
should be maintained at specified voltages.

An alternative method is to apply posi-
tive voltage to the plate, as well as to other
elements ordinarily positive, and a negative
voltage to the grid. The grid current is
then measured, which gives an indication
of the amount of gas in the tube. If the
negative grid voltage is too high there will
be no ionization current. For a given type
of tube the grid bias used should always
be the same.

Measuring Distortion

Harmonic distortion is defined as
D= (122 + 1.2 ± 142 )

in which Ie is the amplitude of the funda-
mental and 12, L, etc., are the amplitudes of
the harmonics. In words the definition states
that the distortion is the root mean square
of all the harmonic amplitudes divided by
the amplitude of the fundamental.

This definition suggests the method of
measuring the distortion. If by means of a
filter we separate the fundamental from the
hamonics and measure the two separately,
we get values from which the distortion can
be computed. We can measure the effective
values and use them, for they give the same
ratio as the corresponding amplitudes.

The measurement of distortion may be on
a wave generated by an oscillator or some
other device or it may be on the output of

FIG. 7

The gas content
in a tube can be
estimated by a
circuit of this
type. The plate is
negative, the grid

an amplifier when the input voltage was dis-
tortion -free. The analysis, of course, is the
same in either instance. But if we are to
measure the distortion occurring in a tube,
such as the output tube of a receiver, we
must have a means of producing a pure
wave for the input voltage. Otherwise we
would not get the contribution of the ampli-
fier to the distortion.

Eliminating Harmonics

A pure sinusoidal wave can be obtained
from an impure wave by the use of a low-
pass filter by placing the cut-off frequency
between the fundamental and the second har-
monic; that is, twice the frequency of the
fundamental. By this means the undesired
components of the wave can be suppressed
to any degree desired by adding more sec-
tions to the filter.

Having obtained a pure sinusoidal voltage
we impressed this on the grid of the ampli-
fier, adjusting the voltage to the specified
value for the tube in question. Then we
measure the distortion in the plate circuit,
using for this purpose a suitable harmonic
analyzer.

Many different harmonic analyzers have
been devised, and all of them are more or
less complicated. In measuring the distor-
tion as defined by the above equation, we
should separate the fundamental from all
the higher harmonics and measure the two
separately. Again we can use filters. A
high pass filter with a suitable cut-off will
suppress the fundamental and pass on the
harmonics. With an a -c milliammeter we
can measure the effective value of the har-
monics. With a low pass 'filter we can get
the fundamental.

Measuring Undistorted Output

In Fig. 8 is a circuit suitable for meas-
uring the undistorted output of a power
tube. At left is an audio oscillator and
then follows a low-pass filter. which sup-
presses all harmonics and passes only the
fundamental to the potentiometer P, an at-
tenuator by which the signal voltage .can
be adjusted to the desired value before it
is impressed on the grid of the tube under
test.

Ch is an audio -frequency choke to feed
the plate and C is a large condenser to pass
the alternating current to the measuring de-
vice. The choke must be so designed that it
will not introduce any harmonics, and C
should be at least 10 mfd. if the test fre-
quency is 400 cycles per second. A is an
a -c milliammeter for measuring the total a -c
current through the load resistance R, the
value of which should be that of the opti-
mum load resistance specified for the tube
under test.

The harmonic analyzer following the load
resistance passes only the harmonics and the
root mean square value of these is meas-
ured after the analyzer, which may be a
high-pass filter.

In computing the distortion it is permis-
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FIG. 8
This circuit shows how the distortion originating in a power tube can
be measured. A pure wave is impressed on the grid and the funda-

mental and harmonics are measured separately.

sible to take the total current in A for the
fundamenal, for if the test is made under
specified conditions of operation of the tube
the distortion will not be, more than about 5
per cent. The ratio of the total harmonic
current to the total current does not differ
greatly from the ratio defined, not for such
small percentages of distortion.

Power from Plate Curves
The power output of a triode can be ob-

tained from a family of plate voltage -plate
current curves for the tube in question.
Let Fig. 9 represent such a family of curves..
The first step is to draw a load line, AB.
Point M on this line is the point zero
current and applied plate voltage. Point
Q on the line is the point of zero voltage
and the current that would result when the
applied voltage is in series with the load
resistance alone. The second step is to
draw a line parallel to this line and pass-
ing through the point determined by the
operating grid bias and the applied plate
voltage. The second load line will deter-
mine maximum current and a minimum
plate voltage where it crosses the line of
zero bias and it will also determine a
maximum plate voltage and a minimum cur-
rent where the line passes through the
curve corresponding to twice the bias.

Suppose Im is the maximum current and
Em is the corresponding plate voltage, and
also that I. is the minimum current and E.
the corresponding plate voltage. Then the
output power is obtained by the formula

(Eo-Em)/8, that is, the power
is one -eighth of the product of twice the
current amplitude by twice the voltage ampli-
tude.

Numerical Example
In the drawing the maximum voltage is

360 volts, which is E0, and the correspond-
ing current, I. is 7 milliamperes. The maxi-
mum current, Im, is 66 milliamperes and
the corresponding voltage, Em, is 130 volts.
Hence the formula gives for this. case
P= (0.066-0.007) (360-130) /8=1,700 milli -
watts.

The percentage second harmonic can also
be determined from the curves. In words
the formula for the computation of the sec-
ond harmonic distortion is : The average
of the maximum and minimum currents
diminished by the current at the operating
bias, divided by the difference between the
maximum and minimum currents, multi-
plied by 100. In symbols, 100[ (Im+10)/2-I] /(Im-I.), in which I is the current at
the operating bias. We now note that the
plate current at the operating bias is 0.034
milliamperes. When we substitute this valuefor I in the formula, together with the
values we used in computing the power out-put, we get 4.24 per cent. as the amount
of second harmonic distortion.

This distortion arises from the fact that
the plate voltage -plate current curves are
not straight lines.

Testing rectifier tubes is essentially a
problem of measuring the emission. This

may be done in a way similar to that used
for testing amplifier tubes. If normal fila-
ment voltage is used, the anode voltage em-
ployed should be low, for otherwise the
current will be very large. As in other
cases, a tube known to be good can be
tested under the same condition and then
others can be compared with this result. This
test can, of course, be carried out with direct
voltage on the anode and it may be done
without any resistance in the circuit.

A rectifier tube can also be tested in a
rectifier circuit, by measuring the voltage
obtained under different load conditions, or
rather for different values of current drawn.
These measurements should be done with a
fixed a -c voltage in the circuit. If the regu-
lation curve shows that the voltage falls
rapidly as the current is increased, the emis-
sion is low. When the rectifier has two
independent cathodes each should be tested
separately.

Comparison with Average Curves
For each type of rectifier tube, regulation

10 20 30 40 50 60
-C LO4P MILLIAMPERES

FIG. 10
Regulation curves of a full -wave
rectifier for four different effective
voltages, per plate, and for different
values of the first condenser in the
filter. Currents vary up to 50

milliamperes.
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FIG. 9
A family of plate voltage -plate cur-
rent curves such as this way be used
for computing the power output of
a tube and also the per cent. second

harmonic distortion.

curves are available, giving the performance
of average tubes of the type. These curves
are given for different effective anode volt-
ages and for current values up to the maxi-
mum that should be drawn from the tube
in question. They are also given for differ-
ent values of input condenser. Sample regu-
lation curves are given in Figs. 10 and 11.
In Fig. 10 are eight such curves for four
different anode voltages and different values
of filter input condenser. In this case the
two plates of a full -wave rectifier are con-
nected in full -wave Imanner. In Fig. 11 the
regulation curves are given for the same
tube when the two plates are connected in
parallel, the rectifier being half -wave. It is
noted that the output voltage depends to a
greater extent on the value of the con-
denser than it- does when the rectifier, is
full -wave.

D -C LOAD MILLIAMPERES

FIG. 11
The regulation curves are for the
case when the two plates are con-
nected together. The output volt-
age, across condenser C, varies
much more with the capacity of this
condenser than in the full -wave

rectifier.
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12 -WATT AMPLIFIER
Three -Stage Audio, 2A3 Push -Pull Output

By Roger L. Meeker
high-grade Class A power amplifier,
with conservative output rating of 12
watts, using 2A3's in push-pull, is dia-

gramed in Fig. 1. The input is taken from
a tuner, or, with an extra coupling trans-
forther, from a microphone.

The special coupling transformer for
microphone use would be such as to pre-
sent a suitable impedance to the micro-
phone, usually a few hUndred ohms, with a
high -impedance secondary.

The same considerations of a special
transformer, still another unit, would apply
for most satisfactory use of a phonograph
pickup. The characteristics of the pickup
and the microphone can be obtained from
the manufacturer, who usually also makes
or supplies the proper matching transformer.
The precautions for just the right matching
should be taken because this is a quality
product.

Derivation of Bias

The first audio stage is a single -sided,
transformer -coupled one, using a 56 tube.
The second stage consists of two 56's in
push-pull and this stage drives the push-
pull output. The d -c voltages have been so
arranged that the proper loading -up will re-
sult, and if the negative bias is less than
maximum permissible in an amplifier in a
preliminary stage, it is only because if the
signal were near that maximum there would
be overload in the output stage. However,
the volume control is put ahead of the first
stage, to enable overload correction at its
most opportune point in the amplifier.

The negative bias on the three 56 tubes
is 8.8 volts. In the first stage this results
from the plate current flow through a re-
sistor of 2,200 ohms, but since the next
stage is push-pull, hence the direct current
is doubled, due to the presence of two
tubes, naturally the biasing resistor is one-
half that in the previous instance, or 1,100
ohms.

The negative bias on the output tubes is
62 volts, derived from the potential dif-
ference between ground and B minus, de-
veloped across a resistor of 430 ohms, 5
watts rating. Since B minus is the negative
side of the line, and since there is a drop
of 62 volts between B minus and the other
side of that resistor, which other side is
grounded, the notation on the diagram cor-
rectly discloses ground as being 62 volts
positive.

Fixed Bias Used

The bias on the power tubes is the po-
tential difference between the filament and
the grid return, since the 2A3 is a filament
type tube, that is, the filament is the
cathode or emitter. The center of the push-
pull input transformer feeding the 2A3 tubes
is returned through a 50,000 -ohm resistor
to B minus. The filament is grounded. We
have noted that the potential difference be-
tween these two points is 62 volts. There-
fore, since the connections are properly
polarized, the bias is negative on the out-
put by that voltage.

Moreover, the bias does not change much
with differences in signal level, provided the
power transformer regulation is good, as
it should be. The negative -leg bias method,
where all the current of the amplifier is
used for developing that bias, permits of
somewhat greater output than does the self -
bias method. The present use is sometimes
referred to as fixed bias. More general
classifications ascribe power outputs of 15

watts for the fixed bias method and 10
watts for the self -bias method, but, as
stated, the present amplifier is conservatively
rated at 12 watts.

Tone Compensation
The volume control, instead of having

arm go directly to ground, has it connected
to a bypassed resistor of 100,000 ohms,
which resistor is grounded. A bypass con-
denser of 1.0 mfd. is connected between
arm of the potentiometer and cathode and
serves as a hum filter as well as a modi-
fied tone control at low -volume settings of
the control. That is, the attenuation of the
low -frequency response due to the reduction
of the impedance in the grid circuit when
the arm is moved toward the grid is com-
pensated by the attenuation of the high
audio frequencies by the effect of the con-
denser. This is not pronounced, as the ef-
fective resistance between cathode and
ground is a little less than the value of
the biasing resistor (2,200 ohms), due to
100,000 ohms being substantially in parallel.
The 100,000 ohms have no effect on the di-
rect current, or bias, but do have an effect
on the audio frequencies.

It was found that no bypass condenser
was needed across the biasing resistor itself,
as the hum filter took care of that particular
part of the problem, and the regeneration
at audio frequencies, present a little in the
amplifier, further supported the omission of
the extra condenser that might be consid-
ered necessary otherwise.

Output Stage Condenser
In the push-pull stage there are two in-

stances of the use of high bypass capacity.
Between the 50,000 -ohm resistor and ground
is a 20 mfd. condenser, which is compactly
obtainable as an electrolytic. This is a hum
filter solely. The phase displacement may
be made so nicely as almost completely to
obliterate the hum from the last stage, but
an additional condenser of 10 mfd. is put
across the actual biasing resistor of 430
ohms to remove the signal and thus get rid
of whatever degenerative effects might be
present.

While it is true that in self -biased push-
pull stages it is common practice to omit
the bypass condenser, this is due to the ab-
sence of signal current, for when the true
push-pull relationship obtains there is an
equal voltage in opposite phase in the re-
sistor due to the signal, hence no effective
drop except that due to direct current, and
as direct current is zero frequency there is
no occasion for bypassing. However, in the
fixed bias circuit, as presented here, not
only the current of the power tubes flows
through the resistor but also the current of
the other tubes, as well as some bleeder
current, and therefore the bypass condenser
is necessary, and 10 mfd. is sufficiently large.
Also, there is some residual hum that must
be removed from this biasing resistor, a
handier method than resorting to nice bal-
ancing of the hum filter of 20 mfd.-50,000
ohms.

The rectifier tube is the 5 -volt mercury
vapor type 83, and the d -c voltage between
center taps of the filament and high voltage
windings is 396 volts.

The choke input circuit is used for im-
provement of regulation, and this choke is
rated at 12 henries at 140 ma, d -c resistance
236 ohms.

The first filter condenser therefore is not
next to the rectifier but comes after this
first choke and is 10 mfd. The second filter

condenser is 4 mfd. and comes after the
second choke. The rating of the first con-
denser, 10 mfd., should be at least 400 volts
continuous working voltage, and of the sec-
ond, 300 volts.

The bleeder choke is designated as
"speaker field," but the 2,000 -ohm choke also
may be part of the speaker field, so that
the total speaker field resistance if continu-
ous, would be 5,400 ohms.

However, it is preferable that, whether
both these chokes be on the speaker field or
not, that they be not continuous, in the
sense of a tapped winding on a single core,
but that they be on separate cores. The
d -c continuity will exist in any event, but
the separate -core method prevents the flux
linkage and thus makes filtration of hum
easier. Therefore, in fact, one or the other
may be the speaker field, with the extra
choke entirely separate.

Currents Measured

An assortment of meters is shown, but
not with the intention of including any of
them in the actual construction of the cir-
cuit, which is one of a small group of cir-
cuits included in the new RCA Radiotron-
Cunningham Radio Tube Manual. The
meters are merely symbols of current read-
ings taken, and it is advisable to use a
meter in these positions as part of the test-
ing of the completed amplifier, to insure
that the currents are not much different than
what they should be. All circuit constants
should closely approximate those shown on
the diagram.

Two speakers are included, merely to
show how they would be connected in series.
The matching of the secondary to the voice
coil impedance is done by the speaker manu-
facturer.

For an amplifier like this only speakers
designed for high power are recommended,
and in general these weigh from 30 lbs. up,
each. It is not imperative that two speakers
be used. If a single one is to be used, then
the secondary of the output transformer
simply feeds a single voice coil instead of
two voice coils in series.

Reason for Two Speakers
The object of using two speakers is, in

general, to attain excellent tone values with-
out going to considerable expense due to
speaker cost. One speaker favors the lows,
one the highs, but they must be matched,
not random, so that the merger is totally
acceptable. However, if the extra expense
is not a deterrent, a single speaker of com-
mensurable quality may be used, and the
two -speaker method then will not constitute
any improvement over the single -speaker
method. In fact, just as a selling point,
two speakers sometimes are included in
cheap receivers and power amplifiers, where-
as a single good speaker would give far
better results.

The two resistors of 500,000 ohms each,
across the halves of the secondary feeding
the output stage, are there to remove any
small peaks that might develop, and thus
improve tone. Also they serve to atone for
any slight unbalance in the secondary it-
self, provided the impedance of the sec-
ondary is large, as it is likely to be, in a
good transformer, say, in the million -ohm
class. This has no particular reference to
the d -c resistance of the winding, but to the
opposition to current flow presented by the
winding at some selected frequency, usually
1,000 cycles.
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QUALITY CIRCUIT FOR TUNER,
MICROPHONE OR PHONOGRAPH PICKUP
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A Class A power amplifier of 12 watts power output. The circuit consists of three stages of audio -frequencyamplification, of which the second and third are push-pull. The voltage applied to the output tubes is 362volts, the 62 volts for bias being part of this, so that 300 volts are applied to the plates. While up to 350 voltscould be applied to the output tubes, bias extra, the present circuit is conservatively arranged throughout.

20 Watt Class B
Audio Amplifier

HERE IS AN AMPLIFIER capable
of putting out 20 watts of power. It
comprises a 56 voltage amplifier

coupled resistively to a 59 Class A power
amplifier, which is used as a driver of a
Class B stage using a pair of 59 tubes. A
single full -wave rectifier utilizing an 82 tube
is used to power the circuit. Two speakers
are connected to the last stage to take care
of the very high output.

The input voltage is delivered to the am-
plifier through a 0.1 mfd. resistor and a
250,000 -ohm potentiometer, the grid of the
56 amplifier being connected to the slider.
This provides an adequate volume control.
The 56 is biased by a 7,000 -ohm resistor in
the cathode lead and this is shunted by a
condenser of 0.1 mfd. This by-pass conden-
ser would seem small and inadequate if it
were not for the treatment of the plate cir-
cuit to prevent reverse feedback. It will
be noticed that in the lead feeding the plate
of this tube there is first a 25,000 -ohm re-
sistor, then a shunt condenser of 1.0 mfd.,
then another series resistor of 25,000 ohms,
and finally another condenser of 0.25 mfd.
This last condenser goes to the cathode. This
condenser, namely, the 0.25 mfd., serves pri-
marily to prevent the signal current in the

plate circuit from getting into the power
supply by shunting it directly to the cathode.
The second condenser, namely, the 1.0 mfd.,
serves mainly to prevent signal current that
has found its way into the power supply
from getting into the first amplifier tube.
With such thorough filtering in the supply,there is little need for using a large con-
denser across the bias resistor.

Applied Voltage
The applied voltage in this circuit is 285

volts and the current in the plate circuit, as
measured by the milliammeter between the
two 25,000 -ohm resistors, is 1.1 milliam-
peres. From this knowledge we can com-
pute the grid bias, the effective plate voltage
and the drop in the filter resistors. The
drop in the bias resistor is 7.7 volts, whichis the bias. The drop in each of the filter
resistors is 27.5 volts. Hence the drop in
two resistors is 55 volts. Since the supply
voltage is 285 volts and there is a total drop
outside the tube of 62.7 volts, the effective
voltage on the tube is 222.3 vols. This is
adequate to sustain the signal required by
the grid of the driver tube.

The output of the first tube is coupled to

the driver by a 0.1 mfd. condenser and a
250,000 -ohm grid leak. The time constant
of the combination is 0.025 second, which is
high enough to insure full amplification at
40 cycles per second.

The 59, which is used as a triode, is
biased by a 1,100 -ohm resistor in the cathode
lead, and this is by-passed by a condenser of
8 mfd. An electrolytic condenser may be
used here to provide this high capacity. The
reason for using such a high capacity at this
point is that there exists no filtering in
the plate circuit of the type that was used
in the preceding stage. The condenser re-
duces the effective impedance between the
cathode and ground to a negligible value for
all essential audio frequencies, and therefore
the reverse feedback is negligible. The ef-
fective plate voltage on the drive is 285
volts, less whatever drop there is in the
bias resistor. This drop is approximately
28 volts.

The Driven Stage
The driver is coupled to the driven stage

by means of a special transformer Tl. This
has a ratio of 5 -to -1 between the primary
and each half of the secondary, or a total
ratio between the primary and the secondary
of 2.5 -to -1. That is, the transformer is of
the step-down type.

The two cathodes of the driven stage are
tied together and grounded, as is the center
point of the secondary of transformer Tl.
Therefore there is no bias on the two tubes
in the Class B stage. The grids of the
tubes are so connected that the plate current
cut-off occurs at zero bias or at a very low
negative bias. This condition obtains when
grids Nos. 1 and 2 are tied together to form

(Continued on next page)
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A high -quality audio frequency amplifier capable of an output of 20 watts.
It contains a voltage amplifier, a power driver stage, and a Class B

output stage.

(Continued from preceding page)
the control grid and when grid No. 3 is
tied to the plate.

In the output of the Class B amplifier is
a suitably designed output transformer T2
with a centertapped primary. This tap is
connected to the power supply where the
voltage is 400 volts. In the common lead
a milliammeter is connected to indicate the
flow of plate current to the tubes. This
current should vary between about 26 and
100 milliamperes, depending on the strength
of the signal. It may even go lower than
26 milliamperes. The current read on this
meter is the averaged current of the two
tubes over a signal cycle, assuming that the
signal is a tone of steady amplitude. If the
signal consists of ordinary broadcast noise
and music, the needle will jump around a
great deal, as the average current will vary
rapidly, and the needle tries to follow the
variation.

Tone Filter

In the plate circuit of the two Class B
tubes is also a tone filter consisting of two
0.06 mfd. condensers and two 3,500 -ohm re-
sistors. The object of these is to reduce
the gain on the high audio frequencies, to
compensate for excessive amplification at
these frequencies. These shunt elements are
approximately twice as effective at 5,000
cycles per second as at 40 cycles.

Two speakers are connected in series with
the secondary of the output transformer.
By series is meant that the voice coils are in
series. Since the total maximum output of
the amplifier is 20 watts, each of these
speakers should be able to handle at least
10 watts. Only high power speakers should
be used, for otherwise they will become
overloaded before the amplifier.

The B Supply Filter
In the B supply next to the rectifier we

have a coil of 15 henries, measured at 100
milliamperes and a d -c resistance of 80 ohms
or less. The current in this coil will vary
between 103 and 183 milliamperes.

The plate return of the Class B amplifier
is connected to the supply so that the plate
current of the output tubes flows only in the
first choke, but the first filter condenser, C6,
has a capacity of 16 mfd., and therefore
there is considerable filtering of the current
to the power tubes.

The second B choke is the field coil of
one of the speakers, and it has a d -c re-
sistance of 1,500 ohms. This winding also
serves as a filter choke for the supply to
the voltage amplifier and the driver stage.
The drop in the field is 115 volts, and there-
fore the current in this field is close to 77

milliamperes. The bleeder choke is the
field for the second speaker, and this has a
resistance of 2,500 ohms. This field coil is
in the bleeder position of the filter and since
its resistance is not quite high enough, a
resistance of 3,200 ohms and 10 watts rating
is connected in series with it. Since the
voltage across the 2,500 -ohms field and the
resistor in series with it is 285 volts, the
current is 50 milliamperes. This leaves only
27 milliamperes for the voltage amplifier
and the driver tube.

The second condenser in the filter is 8 mfd.
This as well as the other is of the electrolytic
type.

All the heaters of the amplifier tubes are
served by a single winding on the power
transformer, the center tap of which is
grounded. All the tubes, of course, are of
the 2.5 -volt heater type, except rectifier.

As a protection against possible short in
the power transformer or at any vital point
in the amplifier, a 2 -ampere fuse is inserted
in one side of the primary.
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TUBE CHARACTERISTICS
Of the 230 triode amplifier

and detector, 231 power tube
and 232 screen grid tube, all
of 2 -volt series.

* * *

230
Type of tube Filamentary triode
Socket Four contact
Purpose Detector and amplifier
Grid -plate capacity 60 mmfd.
Grid -filament capacity 3 7 mmfd.
Plate -filament capacity 125 mmfd.
Overall height 4 1-4 inches
Overall diameter 1 9-16 inches
Filament voltage 2 volts, d -c
Filament current 60 milliamperes
Ballast for 3 -volt supply 16.7 ohms
Ballast for 6 -volt supply 66.7 ohms
Amplification factor 9.3
Plate resistance 10,300 ohms
Mutual conductance 90 micromhos
Optimum load resistance 20,000 ohms

Bias Detector
Plate voltage, maximum 180 volts
Grid bias 18 volts

Amplifier
Plate voltage 135 volts
Grid bias 9 volts
Plate current 3 milliamperes
Max, undistorted output 70 milliwatts

Amplifier
Plate voltage 180 volts
Grid bias 13.5 volts
Plate current
Max. undistorted

Type of
Socket
Purpose

31 milliainperes
output 130 milliwatts

V.

231
tube Filamentary triode

Four -contact
Power amplifier

Overall height 4 1-4 inches
Overall diameter 1 9-16 inches
Filament voltage 2 volts, d -c
Filament current 130 milliamperes

7 7 ohms
30.8 ohms

Ballast for 3 -volt supply
Ballast for 6 -volt supply
Amplification factor

Amplifier
Plate voltage 135 volts
Grid bias 22.5 volts
Plate current 8 millamperes
Plate resistance 4 100 ohms
Mutual conductance 925 micromhos
Max. undistorted output 185 milliwatts
Optimum load resistance 7,000 ohms

Amplifier
Plate voltage
Grid bias
Plate current

180 volts
30 volts

8 milliamperes
Plate resistance 3 600 ohms
Mutual conductance 1 050 micromhos
Max. undistorted output 375 milliwatts

* *

232
*

Type of tube Filamentary tetrode
Socket Four -contact
Purpose Detector and amplifier
Overall height 5 1-4 inches
Overall diameter 1 13-16 inches
Grid -plate capacity 006 mmfd. (max.)

6 0 mmfd.
11.7 mmfd.
2 volts, d -c

60 milliamperes
Ballast for 3 -volt supply 16.7 ohms
Ballast for 6 -volt supply 66.7 ohms
Screen voltage 67.5 volts

Bias Detector
(0.25 megohm load.)

Plate voltage 180 volts
Grid bias 6 volts
Plate current 0 3 milliamperes or less
Screen current About 1-3 plate current

Amplifier
Plate voltage 135 volts
Grid bias 3 volts
Plate current 17 milliamperes
Screen current About 1-3 plate current
Amplification factor 618
Plate resistance 950,000 ohms
Mutual conductance 640 micromhos

Amplifier
Plate voltage 180 volts
Grid bias 3 volts
Plate current 17 milliampere
Screen current About 1-3 plate current
Amplification factor 780
Plate resistance 1 200,000 ohms
Mutual conductance 650 micromhos

*When a high load resistance is used in an am-
plifier circuit the screen voltage rhould be much
less from 7.5 to 22.5 volts.

The cap of the tube is the control grid terminal
and the G -prong on the base is the screen grid
terminal.

Grid -filament capacity
Plate -filament capacity
Filament voltage
Filament current

38
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WHAT IS ON THE WAY
Supers Embody Result of Recent Experience

By Louis Pouy
CIRCUITS for the present season for

kit -construction, or custom-built,
will show some improvements over

those of last season, due principally to the
experience gained in the interim, applicable
to the superheterodyne as a circuit and also
to the newer tubes. These are, in the main,
the same tubes available last season, but
considerable had to be learned about get-
ting them to work best, and this bridge
has been crossed.

Considering the superheterodyne as a cir-
cuit, the past season developed the fact
that the heterodyne squeals that had been
supposed to be necessary to endure, could
be obliterated, every one of them, not so
much from theoretical consideration of their
existence, but obliterated from audibility in-
stead, and that is the practical requirement.

The Solution Recalled
The. solution exists in making the selec-

tivity ahead of the modulator (first de-
tector) as high as practical, as this gets rid
of the heterodyne interference due to escape
of some carrier energy from 6ff-resonance
locals to the mixer circuit. The heterodyne
squeals can be eliminated from audibility
that way, even if a grid -current type oscil-
lator is used, such as the 2A7, which from
the very nature of things is a harmonic -
producing tube.

The harmonic trouble arises in gaining
response from stations of high frequency
when tuning the dial to a low frequency.
Let us assume the modulator is tuned to
600 kc, that the intermediate frequency is
450 kc, hence the oscillator is at 1,050 kc.
The second harmonic of 1,050 kc is 2,100 kc,
and subtracting the intermediate frequency,
the stray response frequency would be 1,650
kc, and a station transmitting on 1,650 kc
could be heard, if enough energy gets by
the r -f tuned stages. In the instance of
strong locals, including amateurs, this re-
sponse actually would result, but if the har-
monic were suppressed, even by having the
oscillator of the non -harmonic -producing
type, there would be no response. The
second harmonic in the grid current type of
oscillator is often one-third the fundamental
in strength.

Less Gain, Less Interference
From the foregoing it may be concluded

that not a very great amount of gain is to
be sought from the r -f level, but that can
be made up in the i-f level, whereupon the
amount of voltage put into the second de-
tector from the strongest local should not
be sufficient to overtax that tube. When
this precaution is taken the gain will be less
than what most persons might expect, con-
sidering the number of tubes already used,
which may be five or six, and so if a du-
plex -diode -amplifier tube is used, it might
be a 55, diode -biased, with a higher voltage
on the plate load resistor than previously
obtained, because of the necessity of making
it practical to put in larger signal voltages
at the detector (diode) without overload-
ing, that is, saturating, the amplifier (tri-
ode).

Push -Pull Circuit
The best way to safeguard against this

trouble is to select the triode types, apply
enough plate voltage through a high re-
sistance (0.25 meg. and 300 volts suggested)
and then have the output of the triode feed
a pentode tube, say, a 2A5. Thus there will
be enough "kick" of the favorable and de-

sired kind, and fewer "kicks" of the other
kind.

So much for the -single -sided output. If
push-pull is to be used, the tubes should be
of the triode type, if the audio is Class A,
which seems to be the more sensible audio
for home receivers, Class B being preferred
for auditoriums.

The circuit as far as the triode of the
duplex -diode -amplifier tube may stand as it
is. but if the output is to consist of two
2A3's in push-pull (Class A circuit; of
course), then there should be a driver ad-
ditionally. It has been found that the 55
will load up the 2A5, and we know that a
negative bias around 20 volts on the 2A5 is
all right, so we can not select a driver for
the new output condition that will take only
a few volts bias.

Thus we rule out the 53 in all forms of
connection, and even the 56, and must select
some tube that will stand as much input sig-
nal voltage as would the 2A5, hence a
power tube.

One easy selection is to use the 2A5, not
as a pentode, but as a triode, so that there
will be suitable impedance for the primary
of the push-pull transformer. It is prefer-
able to filter this circuit, so a resistor of
20,000 ohms or so may be in the plate cir-
cuit (which circuit consists of screen and
plate interconnected), while a large ca-
pacity stopping condenser 0.5 mfd. or great-
er, is connected to the primary of the push-
pull input transformer, other end of the
transformer primary going to cathode of the
2A5. This gives us the benefit of higher
bias (for as a triode we may use even 25
volts negative bias instead of 20). and also
an indirectly -heated tube as driver as a pre-
caution against hum.

300 Volts Enough
The next consideration, for largest pow-

er output, is fixed bias, and the 2A3's may
be given 62 volts negative bias obtained
from the negative leg of the rectifier by
inserting there a resistor through which all
the B current flows.

It is not necessary to use more than 300
volts on the output plates (applied), and
adding the bias, the total in the grid -return -
to -plate -supply circuit is 362 volts.

The use of 350 volts on the plates of these
tubes, bias additional, has been virtually dis-
carded, and is no longer a recommendation
in the tube characteristic charts: although
cited in the tube data sheets and tentative
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characteristics when these tubes were an-
nounced.

There has been a little shifting about the
ohms load, also. For self -bias, 5,000 ohms
plate to plate stands. For fixed bias the
latest characteristics sheets refer to 3,000
ohms, but experience gained even since then
has led to the recommendation that for fixed
bias the ohms load, plate to plate, be 4,000
ohms. At all hazards, if the 4,000 -ohm con-
dition is accepted, the negative bias may be
raised a little to increase the tube impe-
dance so that the match is more nearly per-
fect, if it isn't just what it should be in the
first instance.

A makeshift way of testing for this is to
use a test osci lator in a receiver, modulated
by the line frequency, and adjust the bias
on the output tubes for maximum response.
changing nothing but the bias, and that in an
upward direction.

Mechanical Aids
Aside from circuit considerations there

are mechanical factors of interest to the dis-
cerning radioist. One of the advantages
that nearly all technically -inclined radioists
and DX hunters desire is a frequency -cali-
brated dial, where the dial frequencies ac-
curately coincide with the circuit's response,
and there are 10 kc divisions all along the
spectrum, and not merely between the mid-
dle of the dial and the low -frequency end,
with 20 to 50 kc for the higher frequency
divisions. The 10 kc dials are on the way
and will be accurate.

An automatic volume control is desired by
many, despite its expense in the way of sen-
sitivity, this will continue to be included, but
the gain at audio frequencies will be built
up, along lines already discussed, so that
the former drain of a.v.c. will be compen-
sated for.

Tuning Indicators
Additionally, a tuning indicator of some

sort is preferable, and it may be a regular
meter, but also may be a neon lamp, as dis-
cussed elsewhere in this issue. More elabo-
rate neon devices have been in expensive re-
ceivers for two years, but the smaller lamps,
that fit in candelabra bases, are coming into
favor. They may be used for resonance in-
dication, carrier -controlled, or for both that
and pilot illumination, although it is some-
what more difficult to have the same lamp
do double service that way, and if it doesn't
work out to complete satisfaction, there will
be the standard pilot lamp (tungsten fila-
ments) and neon lamps for resonance indi-
cation only.

Some sets will have a neon lamp built in
additionally, as an output meter, with a
switch attached, so that service men and
others, who may not happen to have such
a meter, or at least not with them at the
time, nevertheless will be able to line up
the set.

Information at a Glance
Moreover, experience with various sets

soon will disclose to service men the amount
of illumination to be expected when their
test oscillators are coupled in a standard
way, and then literally at a glance it will
be possible to determine that a set isn't up
to snuff, although ascertaining just what
the trouble may be is another matter. When
the trouble finally is located, the lamp will
tell the happy story, for its face will be
brighter even than the service man's,
though, of course, much redder.
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THE small neon lamp of the candelabra
base or pigtail type may be used as
a tuning meter in radio receivers, and

even the combined use of tuning meter and
pilot lamp may be enjoyed. These lamps
draw so little current they may be put any-
where that the voltage is available. In gen-
eral, they work on alternating or direct cur-
rent, although one particular model is speci-
fied for alternating current only.

The illumination is the familiar orange
light of the advertising signs. The lamp
is the same as used in the signs, except
smaller. When excited by d.c. the lamp has
a steady glow, and when excited by a.c.
it has an unsteady glow, for it actually
goes out twice as many times a second as
the frequency of the a.c. However, no fre-
quencies that would be derived from a re-
ceiver would cause a condition of objection-
able unsteadiness, for even the 60 cycles of
the line give an effect equal approximately
to that of continuous light. That is, the
persistence of vision creates the illusion of
practically continuous light, or the observed
flicker is too scant to gain attention or, at
least, prove troublesome to the eye.
Practically Instantaneous Response

The use of the lamp as a tuning meter
is made possible by the rapidity of the
lamp's response. An ordinary incandescent
lamp, pilot type or household variety, is too
sluggish for this purpose, as the illumina-
tion effect lags too far behind the changes
present in the source. The neon lamp is
practically instantaneous, that is, no lag.
That is why it has been a practical instru-
ment of conversion in television, although
the illumination is too low for full accep-
tance in television receivers, even if the
lamp is of the so-called crater type, that is,
point source of light.

To call the lamp a tuning meter is to
stretch a point, because there is no actual
measurement, but just relative differences
in intensity of illumination observed. How-
ever, it is much nearer to being a meter
than is a "potentiometer," even though the
lamp's relative differences in illumination are
not calibrated. It might be possible to
calibrate these differences with a very sensi-
tive series meter or with some photocell
auxiliary, but such matters are beyond the
present purpose, which is to utilize the
small, inexpensive lamps instead of ex-
pensive instruments.

Illumination varies because of the varia-
tion of current through the lamp, and it is
orthodox to refer to the lamp as a "cur-
rent -operated device." These variations in
current are produced normally by variations
in voltage.

Direction of Modulation
If we have a receiver that has tubes sub-

ject to automatic volume control, the varia-
tion in current through a series resistor may
be expected to be larger than if there were
no a.v.c. Thus a series resistor R in Fig. 1,
between the common lead of the B returns
of the coil primaries, and B plus, would
have a varying voltage drop, depending on
the carrier amplitude. The higher the am-
plitude, the greater the bias due to a.v.c.,
and possibly the less the current. There-
fore the voltage drop across the resistor is
less the greater the carrier amplitude, and
the lamp would modulate downward, so to
speak. There would be less illumination
the greater the amplitude, or, resonance
might even cause the lamp to go out.

Canvassed preference is for the lamp to
light more brightly, the greater the ampli-
tude. Resonance should constitute maximum
illumination under the conditions imposed.
This does not mean that a certain brightness
of illumination should indicate resonance for
all settings, since not all stations will de-
velop the same voltage, even if the lamp
were placed in some more acceptable posi-
tion, and even if there were a.v.c. Indeed,
if a.v.c. caused the voltage to be always

SMALL NEON
As Tuning Meters and as

By Henn
the same, since there would be no difference,
the illumination would be the same.

One can not say offhand, in respect to
all receivers, that the lamp will modulate
upward or dpwnsward in the Fig. 1 cir-
cuit, because the effect of the signal itself
is to reduce the bias, and if the a.v.c. is
not more effective than the signal, then the
signal will reduce the bias more than the
a.v.c will increase it, and while some benefit
from a.v.c. would be present, nevertheless the
lamp would modulate upward (brightest at
resonance), with not much illumination
change at best.

Also the d.c. voltage drop at no signal
is important. The lamp may be of the
110 -volt type, and while the full 110 volts

the phase by connecting the lamp between
the coil return side of a resistor and ground,
without reducing the actual voltage more
than a little, or the series resistor R may
be selected on the basis of the lamp in-
cluded in the circuit to ground.

Shifting the Phase
Fig. 2 shows the series resistor R, the

lamp and the limiting resistor Rx, which
may be inserted to hold the illumination
low. Assuming that 250 volts or so are
present at the left-hand side of R, and the
lamp is of the 110 -volt type, the resistance
Rx normally would be more than 100,000
ohms, and the excess would depend on the
type of lamp, the voltage rating and the

FOUR CIRCUITS FOR USING THE 01

FIG. 1
A neon tube used as a
carrier -control type tun-
ing meter. The tube is
connected across a limit-
ing resistor that drops the
maximum B voltage of a
poWer supply to the vol-
tage required for the
automatic - volume - con-
trolled amplifier tubes.
The lamp may modulate
upward or downward, de-
pending on circuit condi-

tions.

FIG. 2
The phase of the module
tion may be reversed b:
connecting one side o
the lamp to the commol
plate returns of the con
trolled tubes, the other
side of the lamp is
ground. A limiting resis
tor Rx would be required
even if a resistor is buil
into the lamp, because tIN
applied voltage, withou
the external resistor, i
not to exceed 110 volts.

would not be necessary or even advisable
for illumination, enough voltage drop must
be developed at first to get some illumina-
tion from the lamp. This may be around
70 volts or so, possibly less. It is advan-
tageous to have low illumination where the
modulation is upward, because then it is
easier to detect small difference in voltage
in terms of relative illumination, and be-
sides the lamp is protected against over-
load. If the voltage is much too high the
lamp will get quite hot, and its life will
be shortened, much the same as any other
overloaded lamp.

May Be Put Anywhere
Since the neon lamp draws very little

current it may be put almost anywhere in
a circuit. Therefore it is possible to shift

degree of no -signal illumination desired at
no signal. Since the candelabra type lamp
has a resistance built in, for 110 volts, the
external resistance might be less than 100,-
000 ohms in that instance.

If the effect in the receiver circuits is

such as to cause the modulation to be up-
ward with lamp across the resistor, then
the Fig. 2 circuit could be used, with this
change, that the bottom connection of Rx,
instead of going to grounded B minus, goes
to the B plus lead. The same reason exists
for including Rx, to keep the minimum
illumination low. It would still be sufficient
to illuminate a dial scale, if that scale is
not opaque, or, if translucent, is not too
"thick." A transparent scale would be some-
what better.

If the modulation is downward, the lamp
darkens with resonance, but the phase shift
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LAMPS USED
utput Indicating Devices
'Bernard
0-esults, as stated, if the lamp is returned
through Rx to ground. If the voltage in
IR goes down, naturally the voltage at the
plates of the receiver tubes goes up, because
sit is the drop that is less. If one side of
the lamp is grounded this increase in volt-
ge is applied to the lamp, whereas if the

lamp were in parallel with R the phase
would shift 180 degrees and the illumination
lyvould decline with any increase of the am-
plitude.

Illumination Control
In some circuits the voltage drop in a

,tresistor may change greatly, and this is
!:-.rue particularly of a direct -coupled tube in
a non -reactive circuit, an example of which

the maximum voltage, that would not help
at all in supplying a minimum voltage, which
would be even nearer zero than if the lamp
were across the total plate load. Besides,
the modulation is downward, (least illumina-
tion, or extinction of the lamps at resonance
or even before resonance is reached) and it
should be upward, preferably.

The rheostat Rh in Fig. 3, which may be
a potentiometer used as a rheostat, enables
adjusting the lamp for any degree of illumi-
nation less than maximum, to get a sensitive
starting point, or low illumination, render-
ing resonance determination easier. A limit-
ing resistor Rx should be included, so that
the no -drop condition in the plate load will
not result in the full positive voltage on

1GE-GLOW BULBS FOR ECONOMY

di

FIG. 3
n wide - swing circuits
pecial protection must be
afforded the neon lamp.

of the most violent
imamples is the diode-
iased triode, where the
oltage drop may change
etween nearly zero and
couple of hundred volts.

correct modulation phase
nd protection of the

p are illustrated, the
be used being the 55
duplex -diode triode.

FIG. 4
The neon lamp may be
used as an output meter.
No filtration is needed, as
it is substantially present,
due to the d,c. drop in the
plate reactor being only
around 30 volts, not
nearly enough to light the
lamp. The modulation
voltage will light it in
nearly all modern re-
ceivers, but on broad-
casts this is unsteady, of

course.

s the diode -biased triode in Fig. 3. If the
:uner is very sensitive some local stations
ill cause the plate current in the triode to

)e reduced almost to zero, because the
which is the biasing voltage, is so high.

or the 55 tube illustrated, this saturation
ignal-voltage might be around 30 volts or -

'o.
At no signal there might be 100 volts ef-

lective on the plate, at maximum signal
ere might be nearly 300 volts (the applied

roltage), and if the lamp were across the
esistor the actual voltages applied to the
erminals of the neon lamp would vary from
00 to 0. It is not to be expected that the
mp will light on less than 60 volts, nor
at it will last long under conditions of

.00 volts impressed on it.
While the lamp could be put across part

f the resistance in the plate circuit, to limit

the lamp. So Rx could be 100,000 ohms and
the potentiometer could be 250,000 ohms or
more. Besides, the preferred modulation
aspect prevails (brightest at resonance), be-
cause the signal reduces the voltage drop in
the plate load.

Output Indicator
The same type of lamp may be used as an

output indicator. This has no service value
on broadcasting, no more than a regular
output meter has, because the d -c voltage
drop is far too small to light the lamp, and
only the audio frequencies cause it to glow,
so modulation, ever-changing, determines
the illumination. It is interesting to watch
this change while listening to a program,
but not of any particular value.

If a modulated test oscillator is used, and
connected either at the antenna input or to

the intermediate level, then the result is a
steady glow, because the modulation is a
steady note. Thus the lamp is, like a regu-
lar output meter, an indicator of resonance
in lining up the receiver. Due to the tuned
circuits into which the modulated carrier
of the test oscillator is put, detuning the
test oscillator just a bit, or detuning the
r -f or intermediate channels a bit, leaving
the test oscillator intact, puts out the lamp.
So whether a receiver is to be lined up,
or the frequency of an existing channel
measured with the test oscillator, the neon
lamp serves the purpose. It is only neces-
sary that the a -c voltage across the primary
of the output transformer (or other reactor
in that plate circuit) be high enough to
light the lamp, which may be regulated by
the coupling of the test oscillator, although
for the run of receivers the type of coupling
ordinarily used is all -sufficient. (Fig. 4).

Need Special Sockets
Sometimes when the lamp is connected

to one side of a circuit, the other side in-
tended to be grounded or to be at a positive
potential, a faint glow will be perceived, ac-
companied by a slight interfering modula-
tion of a signal, if the other side of the
lamp merely is held by the fingers. This
is due to body capacity, that is, completion
of the circuit through the capacity of your
body to ground potential.

There are no neon lamps commercially
produced to fit the pilot lamp brackets of
radio receivers, the smallest neon base type
being the candelabra type, which is about
half again as large in diameter. However,
one enterprising manufacturer is preparing
a dial with the candelabra type socket to be
attached to the condenser frame by a bracket,
the lamp to be used as combination pilot
and resonance indicator.

In
The candelabra type neon lamp to fit into

this socket has the resistance built in for
110 volts.

The pigtail type lamp is smaller and of
the kind found in the d -c polarity indicators,
testers, trouble -shooting testers, etc., which
indicate if the voltage is 104 volts or more
(with no distinction as to what it is) and
also indicate whether a source is a.c. or d.c.,
and if d.c., which is negative and which
positive, as the lamp will light up only when
connected in a given direction to d.c. This
hint should be utilized in all d -c applications
if the lamp fails to light.

Since the lamp has one-way conductivity
on d.c., the question arises what degree of
rectification would exist on a.c. if one
electrode were purposely made larger than
the other. We have mercury vapor recti-
fiers in radio work, but as yet no neon gas
rectifiers, but perhaps some day these, too,
will come along.

The neon lamp has a negative co -efficient
of resistance, that is, the resistance decreases
with increase of current. This offers further
possibilities of exploration, for if the re-
duced impedance can be satisfactorily related
to an increased impedance in a tube circuit,
a constant impedance may be developed, use-
ful for various purposes, including simpli-
fied stabilization of oscillators.

A.V.C. of One I -F Stage
Occasionally is Sufficient

If an intermediate amplifier is very sensi-
tive of itself, the amount of voltage at the
second detector is large, therefore often it
is sufficient to have one stage of i.f. sub-
jected to a.v.c., instead of two.

If both are subjected to such control anyreduction in the sensitivity may be over-
come by using more audio -frequency ampli-
fication.
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A NEW USE FOR THE 1A6
Half -Wave Diode Rectification and

Tetrode Amplification

E4=2.0 VOLTS D.C. SCREEN GRIDS N831.5 VOLTS -67.5
GRIDS N4182 CONNECTED TO FILAMENT MIDPOINT

O

Nr

MMMMMMMMMM

0
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PLATE MILLIAMPERES

FIG. 1.
The plate characteristics of the
tetrode portion of the 1A6. The
screen voltage was 67.5 volts, while
grids Nos. 2 and 3 were tied to fila-
ment center. The curves are of
plate voltage, plate current, for con-

trol grid negative biases.

THE 1A6 tube, a 2 -volt pentagrid con-
verter, may be used not only as an os-
cillator -mixer but also as a combina-

tion diode-tetrode. An arrangement whereby
two elements perform the functions of a
half -wave diode and certain other elements
perform the function of a tetrode makes
feasible the application of this tube as a
diode detector and an audio amplifier. The
1A6, when so used, is similar in application
to the 55, 75 and 2B7. The 2A7 and 6A7
may also be used in the manner to be de-
scribes, for the 1A6, say RCA Radiotron
Co., Inc., and E. T. Cunningham, Inc.

The Elements
The 1A6 has five grids, a plate, and a

two -volt, 0.06 -ampere filament. The ap-
proximate characteristics of the tetrode por-
tion of the tube when grids, Nos. 1 and 2
are tied to the zero -potential point of the
filament are :
Filament Voltage (Et) 2.0 volts
Filament Current .. (It) 0.06 ampere
Plate Voltage (En) 180 volts
Control Grid Voltage (E64) -3 volts
Screen Voltage (E53 and ,) 67.5 volts
Plate Current (Ip) 4.0 ma.
Screen Current (Ice and 5) 5.0 ma.
Mutual Conductance (gm) 525 micromhos
Plate Resistance (rp) 360000 ohms

Plate Characteristics
The plate characteristics of the tetrode

portion of the 1A6 are shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 2 FIG. 3
Typical rectification characteristics of the diode portion of the 1A6, when
the tube is connected as a diode-tetrode, are shown in Fig. 2. Curves A
and B compare the difference in rectification efficiencies. Curve A is the
current -voltage curve of the diode portion with the No. 1 grid as anode.
Curve B represents grid No. 2 used as diode anode, grid No. 1 connected
to filament. Fig. 3 shows typical detector characteristics of the 1A6 diode
portion as the result of applying an r -f input modulated 30 per cent.

Measurements for these curves were made
with Ec5 and 5 at 67.5 volts and with grids
Nos. 1 and 2 tied to the center tap of the
filament.

A somewhat unusual condition is observed
in that there is a tendency for the grid -
bias lines to become crowded at both low -
and high -bias values. Since the middle range
is uniform, this tube has the unique advan-
tage of giving low distortion with low plate
loads-loads of such value that the operat-
ing point falls in the middle -bias region.

The construction of the 1A6 tube is such
that in diode-tetrode service the No. 1 grid
(oscillator -grid) may be used as a single
diode anode. The No. 2 grid (anode -grid)
may be tied to the filament to provide a
slight shielding effect between the diode and
tetrode elements. Conceivably, the No. 2
grid could be used as another diode anode
to provide full -wave rectification but such
use would be unsatisfactory. Grids Nos. 3
and 5 (screen grid) act effectively to shield
electrostatically the control grid (No. 4)
from the No. 1 grid. The plate serves its
usual purpose as a part of the tetrode por-
tion of the tube. This portion operates as a
screen grid audio amplifier, audio voltage
being supplied to its control grid by the
diode. Used in this manner, the rectification
efficiency of the diode approaches that of the
diodes in such tubes as the 55, 2B7, and 75.
Fig. 2, curve A, is the current -voltage curve

of the diode portion of the 1A6, with the
No. 1 grid used as anode.

Rectification Efficiency
A point to be mentioned in connection with

the use of the No. 1 grid as the diode anode
is that, regardless of whether operating volt-
ages are applied to the tetrode elements, the
rectification efficiency is slightly higher when
grid No. 2 is connected to the zero -potential
point of the filament. Also, the rectification
efficiency is, as expected, a little higher
when no voltages are applied to the tetrode
elements, that is, the efficiency is from 3 to
5 per cent. higher when no plate and screen
voltage are used.

Under the operating arrangement suggest-
ed, the plate current is approximately 0.36
milliampere and the screen current, 2.0 mil-
liamperes with no signal applied (zero
bias on grids Nos. 1 and 2) ; hence, the
cathode current is well within limits.

R -F Filter for Plate
This arrangement may be found objection-

able in that, with a modulated carrier on
the No. 1 grid, a modulated electron stream
is supplied to the tetrode portion of the tube.
Although grids Nos. 3 and 5 serve to shield
the No. 1 grid from the plate electrostatic-
ally and to prevent any capacity reaction,
the action of the diode grid on the electron
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HALF -WINE DETECTOR WITH AMC,AND FIXED -BIAS A -F
RESISTANCE -COUPLED AMPLIFIER
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FIGS. 4 and 5
The Nos. 2 grid used as diode anode
involves some sacrifice in rectifica-
tion efficiency, but is extremely use-
ful (Fig. 4). Another possibility
(Fig. 5), with screen supplying r -f
or i-f voltage to grid No. 2 as diode.

stream may result in undesired detection in
the tetrode portion of the tube.

For this reason another arrangement is
suggested. Since the No. 2 grid, by design,
has but little effect on the electron stream, it
may be used as the diode anode. The No. 1
grid is then connected to the filament. This
arrangement, shown in the circuit of Fig. 4,
is particularly useful but involves some sac-
rifice in rectification efficiency. It should be
noted that rectification will not occur when
the No. 1 grid is tied to the filament unless
tetrode voltages are applied. This is be-
cause electron emission from the filament
fails to reach the No. 2 grid unless a suf-
ficiently high screen voltage is present.

A Comparison

A comparision of the difference in recti-
fication efficiences given by the two methods
may be obtained from curve A and curve B
of Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 the voltage on grids
Nos. 3 and 5 is specified as 35 volts. This
voltage rather than 67.5 volts is used to
correspond to, the reduced plate voltage
caused by a plate resistor.

It is of interest to note that, when using
the No. 2 grid as the diode anode the effect
of contact potential or initial electron veloci-
ties is much less. This means that little or
no bias voltage is developed across the diode
load when no signal is applied.

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between
modulated carrier input and peak audio out-
put volts when No. 1 grid is at zero po-
tential and No. 2 grid serves as the diode
anode. The input was a 175 kc carrier
modulated 30%. The peak audio output
voltage was measured across a plate load
of 200,000 ohms. The circuit diagram is
self-explanatory. An r -f filter may be made
a part of the plate circuit if occasion re-
quires, although none is shown, since in
these tests high -frequency voltage on the
plate appeared to be negligible.

Lower Voltages for Safety
Another possible method of using the 1A6

is that suggested by Fig. 5. Here, the screen
grid portion of the tube operates as an r -f
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FIG. 6 FIG. 7
The average transfer characteristics of the 1A6 tetrode portion, tube con-
nected as a diode-tetrode, are shown in Fig. 6. Conversion factors are

shown in Fig. 7.

or i-f amplifier to supply carrier voltage to
the No. 2 grid as a diode through the
medium of a tuned transformer. Since this
circuit may have a tendency to regenerate
or oscillate, suitable precautions should be
taken in the circuit design and construction.

It must be remembered that the d -c plate
load is practically zero and then, when no
signal is applied, both the No. 1 grid and
the No. 2 grid are at zero potential. In
this case, both plate and screen grid current
will be high if the voltages recommended
for converter service are used. With these
voltages, the cathode current approaches
the 9 milliamperes specified as the absolute
maximum for this tube. For average use,
therefore, somewhat lower voltages are sug-
gested. To assist in design, the transfer
characteristic of the tetrode portion of the
1A6 is- given in Fig. 6. Conversion factors
are shown in Fig. 7.

(Copyright 1933 by RCA Radiotron Co.. Inc.)
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MEASURING THE I. F.
By Beating Two Broadcast Carriers

By Brunsten Brunn

FIG. 1

A simple mixer circuit of this type can be used for obtaining an I -F
standard of frequency by utilizing the beat between two broadcast stations.

AMETHOD of obtaining frequency in
the intermediate frequency band is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. It presupposes the

availability of two broadcast station fre-
quencies of high accuracy which differ by
the desired frequency. For example, if we
wish a 50 kc frequency two possible fre-
quencies are 660 and 710 kc, or 710 and
760 kc, or any other two differing by the
same amount.

The method, of course, is not limited to
50 kc, but applies to any difference from 10
kc to at least 900 kc, in steps of 10 kc.
The requirement is a means of receiving the
two broadcast frequencies with a strength
sufficient to cause an audible beat when a
local oscillator is tuned to the difference
and made to beat with it. Even with simple
equipment, this takes in practically every
station in the country, because the beats are
audible even when the beating frequencies
themselves are entirely too weak to be heard.
This is especially the case if one of the
beating radio frequencies is strong and also
when the local intermediate frequency is
strong. It is always possible to select one
strong station and to make the local os-
cillator strong.

Mixing the Two

At left in Fig. 1 are two tuned circuits,
which may be separate tuners set up especial-
ly for this experiment or tuners existing in
some radio receivers. One of them is tuned
to one of the beating radio frequencies and
the other to the other frequency. The two
frequencies which have been separately tuned
in are impressed on the grids of a tube hav-
ing two independent grids, such as the 53
tube shown in the figure.

When the two signals are impressed on
the grids they will independently affect the
plate current of the tube, the plate current
of the two elements tied together to form
a single anode. There will be a component
of the plate current having the frequency
of the difference of the two r -f frequencies.
To make this strong, the grids of the tubes
should be biased for detection.

Now we have established a standard of
frequency that is equal to the difference be-
tween the two radio frequencies. This
standard is one of a fairly high constancy,
although, of course, it is not nearly as re-
liable as either of the beating frequencies
alone. Yet it is sufficiently accurate for all
ordinary laboratory experiments, especially

those involved in tuning intermediate fre-
quency amplifiers.

The desired component of the output of
the mixer is selected by means of a tuned
circuit adjusted to the intermediate fre-
quency. The main purpose of this tuner is
to intensify the desired beat and to suppress
those products of the mixing which are not
desired. This treatment makes use of the
beat simpler and avoids confusion.

The Oscillator
The object of the device, of course, is to

calibrate some oscillator against the stand-
ard of frequency obtained in this manner.
Hence we have an intermediate frequency
oscillator at the right. This is only shown
in functional form. The output of this is
coupled loosely to the grid of a tube in
the mixer circuit. Loose coupling must be
used to prevent overloading of the tube by
the local oscillator.

Just what the coupling should be depends
largely on the strength of the beat frequency
as generated by the beating of the two r -f
signals. It should not be any closer than
absolutely necessary to render the beat be-
tween the standard and the local oscillator
audible. But there is a very wide range
between the minimum strength for audibility
and that which may be applied to the tube
before there is overloading.

The oscillator to be calibrated is supposed
to have been constructed so that the fre-
quency is approximately equal to the beat
desired. This can always be done by com-
putation from inductance and capacity. For
example, if we desire a frequency of 50
kc, we know that the product LC should
be equal to 10,120, L being expressed in
millihenries and C in micromicrofarads.
Therefore if the coil in the i-f oscillating
circuit has a value of 50 millihenries, the
capacity should be 202.4 mmfd. This should
be a variable condenser so that adjustments
of frequency may be made.

Use of Variable Condenser
Of course, if a fixed condenser is prefer-

able, the adjustment in the frequency can
be made by making adjustments of the turns
on the coil. This is not quite so simple,
but it may lead to a more constant oscilla-
tor once it has been adjusted. It is more
difficult to adjust by means of the turns
because at first the beat between the stand-
ard and the local oscillator may not be

within the audible range, and then it is dif-
ficult to know whether there are too many
or too few turns on the coil. If the con-
denser is variable the beat in the headphones
can be brought to the zero beat condition
quickly.

If the condenser is variable it is possible
to arrange the oscillator so that a large num-
ber of different frequencies can be obtained
in the same manner and recorded on the
dial.

It is very convenient to have an oscil-
lator which generates a frequency of 50 kc,
either without any special adjustment or
whenever it is set at a predetermined set-
ting. By means of such an oscillator and
its harmonics any broadcast set can be tuned
over the broadcast range in steps of 50 kc.
The broadcast band begins with the 11th
harmonic and ends with the 30th. All of
these harmonics can be utilized without any
difficulty.

Finer Adjustments

It is also convenient to have an interme-
diate frequency oscillator that can be ad-
justed in finer steps, and it is for that rea-
son that the variable condenser is a valuable
adjunct. Suppose, for example, that the
frequency can be adjusted from 50 to 100
kc, or over any other 2 -to -1 range that in-
cludes 50 kc. It is then possible to tune
different intermediate frequency circuits even
though these have frequencies above the
range of the oscillator. A common inter-
mediate frequency now is 456 kc. This can
be obtained if the oscillator is set at 91.2
kc, for then the fifth harmonic will be equal
to 456 kc. Or, if the oscillator goes up to
114 kc, the fourth harmonic will yield
456 kc.

An objection may be raised against the use
of a beat frequency as a standard, for it is
well known that the percentage of error in
the beat may be many times greater than
the percentage of error in the individual fre-
quencies beating. Suppose, for example, that
the absolute error in one is A and that in
the other B. Then the absolute error in the
beat may be because the errors may
have opposite sign.

Summation of Errors

Now if the beat frequency is low com-
pared with the beating frequencies, the per-
centage of error is multiplied by the ratio
of reduction. We may start out with two
frequencies the mean of which is 1.475 kc
and end up with a beat of only 50 kc. The
frequency step-down ratio is 29.5 and the
percentage of error is multiplied by that
ratio. And this does not take into account
the fact that the errors in the two add
up. Therefore if the errors in the two
beating frequencies are the same, the per-
centage of possible error is multiplied by 59.

But even this large possible percentage
error may be entirely negligible in certain
cases. Suppose, for instance, that the errors
in the two original frequencies are 50 cycles
per second out of 1,500 and 1,450 kc and
also that they are in opposite directions.
The percentage error we may set at 2/590.
If we multiply this by 59 the resulting per-
centage error in the beat is 02.

In other words, the percentage error in
the beat under the worst conditions is only
0.2, which is less than it is possible to read
an ordinary dial that is likely to be used.
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Use of Two Speakers
WHAT IS THE idea back of using two

loudspeakers on the same radio receiver?
Is the idea that the speaker manufacturers
should sell more speakers, or is it that the
quality is better? If the quality is better,
why is it?-E. H.

The use of speakers on each set is a recog-
nition of the fact that any one speaker can-
not reproduce all the audible frequencies with
equal efficiency. If one speaker has been de-
signed to be especially effective on the low
notes and another to be particularly effective
on the high, the two can be combined so that
the output of the receiver is practically inde-
pendent of frequency. There will be an im-
provement if the combination is done right.
But just connecting two speakers of dif-
ferent characteristics to a receiver is likely
to make the quality worse than by using one
good speaker.

* * *

Frequency Doubling
WHAT IS A frequency doubler? That is,

what kind of device? I know its purpose.-
W. E. H.

A detector of any kind is a frequency
doubler, but a grid bias type detector is par-
ticularly effective. If a voltage of given
frequency is impressed on tube biased for
detection, the plate current of that tube will
contain a strong component of twice the
frequency, that is, the second harmonic. If
a circuit tuned to twice the frequency is put
in the plate circuit, this double frequency is
picked out and intensified. It may be am-
plified and used as it is or it may again be
doubled in the same manner. By continu-
ing the process of doubling it is possible to
start with a low, steady frequency and end
up with a very high frequency of equal rela-
tive stability. The system is used in ultra -
short wave transmitters.

* * *

Irregular Characteristics
THE PLATE CURRENT -PLATE volt-

age characteristics of some tubes are very
irregular while in others they are regular.
I refer particular to the 35 and the 24 as
irregular. What is the cause of the irregu-
larity and why does it not show up in all
tubes of the same general class?-J. D.

The irregularity of which you speak must
be that which occurs when the plate voltage
is less than the screen voltage. First of all,
this irregularity is due to the screen voltage.
However, the irregularities can be reduced
by using a suppressor in the tube. That is
why the 35 is better in this respect than the
24, for the 24 does not have a suppressor
while the 35 does. Later tubes like the 58
and tubes of its class are still more regular,
because the suppressor is more effective in
them.

* * *

Wave Forms and Peak Voltages
IT IS USUALLY said that the peak volt-

age of an alternating wave is equal to 1.41
times the effective value. Does this hold for
all wave forms? Some waves are complex
and others are simple, some are peaked and
others are practically flat-topped. It is dif-
ficult to see how the same factor could hold
for all the different wave shapes.-R. E. T.

The factor 1.41 holds only for a purely
sinusoidal wave, that is, a wave in which
no harmonics are present. In any case, the
effective value of a wave is the square root
of the sum of the squares of the harmonics.

If the wave is peaked the peaks will be
greater than 1.41; if it is flat-topped it will
be less. When measuring current with an
a -c instrument, or voltage too, the effective
value is given, because the instrument has
so been calibrated. If the peak is required
the factor 1.41 can only be used if the wave
is purely sinusoidal or if the harmonics are
negligible.

* * *

Ratios for Short Waves
WILL YOU PLEASE give me some

guide as to determining ratios for a short-
wave set? I am not able to compute in-
ductance. Is switch operation OK.?-
J. C. W.

Take the tuning condenser you have and
connect it across a regular broadcast coil,
ascertain the extreme frequencies, and then
divide the lower into the higher to obtain
the frequency ratio. Thus, if you tune from
1,600 to 740 kc the ratio is 1600/740 or 2.16
plus. You may use a little less than the
actual ratio for computation purposes, thus
the numbers after the second decimal place
are disregarded. The capacity ratio is the
square of the frequency ratio, therefore the
capacity ratio in this instance is 2.16 x
2.16 =-. 4.6656. The frequency ratio dis-
closes how many coils you will need and,
knowing the inductance required for the
lowest frequency attainment, the capacity ra-
tio indirectly discloses the inductance re-
quired for the other. coils. Suppose the cir-
cuit is to be built for tuning in waves from
2 meters to 200 meters. The sixth power
of 2.16 is approximately 100. The lowest
frequency is 1,500 kc, the highest 150 mgc.
The low frequency inductance can be ob-
tained from Edward M. Shiepe's book, 'The
Inductance Authority,' on the basis of the
capacity in circuit at maximum, which
would be about 10 mmfd. (minimum x the
capacity ratio, 4.6656, or, roughly, 50 mmfd..
to be on the safe side. The inductances for
the succeeding coils would be the reciprocal
of the capacity ratio, applied to the previous
inductance. Thus, 1/4.66 of the now ascer-
tained inductance is the required inductance
for the next coil, and 1/4.66 of the new coil
for the second succeeding coil, etc. The
numbers of turns for various sizes of wire
may be obtained from the same book. The
circuit may be built according to the dia-
gram, and switch included, if it is a good
switch, that makes snappy, positive contacts,

and has low capacity. The switch method
works all right, but in the upper frequen-
cies of the extreme range just cited the
switch will not do so very well.

* * *

Use of Slide Rule
IN AN EXPERIMENT I have to use

the formula t= (2S/g)% for a large number
of values of S. If these problems are to be
solved by the slide rule how would you go
about it? This is not a problem in radio,
but I thought it was suitable for practice on
the slide rule.-E. W. L.

We assume that this is a problem of fall-
ing bodies and that g is the acceleration of
gravity and that it has the constant value
980 cm/sect. In that case prepare the prob-
lem by finding the square root of 2/980. It
is 0.0452. Set index of C -scale on S on the
A -scale and read the result under 0.0452 of
the C -scale on the D -scale.

* * *

Mathematical Symbols
SOMETIMES YOU express the change

in a voltage, current, or other quantity by
prefixing a small "d" in front of the symbol
for the quantity changed. Just why is this
done and what its significance ?-W. C. N.

The "d" is the mathematical symbol for a
differential, or for an infinitesimally small
change in a quantity. It really indicates the
difference between two values of a variable
quantity resulting from an infinitesimal
change in another quantity. As used, the
"d" has not been an infinitesimal quantity,
but rather a small finite quantity. This use
is only one of convenience. It is not con-
ventional.

* * *

Wave Filter Characteristics
IN A WAVE FILTER is it permissible 

to assume that there is no loss or attenuation
in the pass region or is it necessary to make
allowance for some loss?-F. W. C.

There is no attenuation in the pass region,
but -there is some loss, on the
resistance in the coils. This loss must be,
taken account of in some applications of the
filter.

* * *

Calibrating Oscillators
WHEN AN OSCILLATOR is to be cali-

brated against broadcast stations is it neces-
sary to have a receiver so sensitive that it
can pick every station in the country, or at
least a, station on every channel, or is there
another way in which it can be done?-F.
W. C.

There are two other ways in which it can
be done. First, a low frequency oscillator
can be set up and tuned against a local sta-
tion, using harmonics of the oscillator. This
oscillator can then be used for a large num-
ber of points on the calibration chart. Then
it can be tuned to other local stations and
the process repeated to fill in other points.
It is not difficult to pick out every channel
in this manner. By local here is meant a
station that can be picked up identifiably well

(Continued on next page)

A circuit, using a switch, for bringing in short waves. There are aregenerative detector and a stage of audio. Battery operation is intended.Data on ascertaining the coil ratios, etc. are contained in an answer printed
on this page.
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Mixer for short waves or broadcast frequencies, using a single tube, the
53. The padding condenser is for the broadcast band only and may be the
same for 465 kc or 456 kc, although different, as noted, for 175 kc.

(Continued from preceding page)
with an ordinary radio receiver. This
method, perhaps, is not the simplest. A bet-
ter way is to set up a one -tube regenerative
receiver that can be made to oscillate at every
point of its dial. Listen in with a headset.
With this receiver it is possible to pick up
the squeal with every channel in the coun-
try on which there is a station working. As
guides in this process, all the local stations
should be picked up first and identified and
their calibration points put down on the
curve. After that it is easy to fill in the
rest as they can be identified by their relative
positions on the dial. It will help to draw
the calibration curve tentatively before all
the points have been obtained and then check
the remaining stations against the curve.
Chances are that only two or three will be
off the curve, if this has been drawn accu-
rately. Many of the points can be located
by a harmonics in this method also, for the
squeals on the harmonics will in many cases
be stronger than the squeals on the funda-
mentals of distant stations. Half of the
points between 540 and 1,500 kc can be
located by harmonics.

* * *

Cures for R -F Oscillation
HOW MAY I stop oscillation at the

radio -frequency level? I have little such
trouble with r-f.-T. C. H.

To stop r -f oscillation, use shielded wire
for connections to all r -f and detector grids,
also plate leads, and ground the shields.
Use tube shields and ground them. Use any
r -f choke in each r -f plate circuit and by-
pass with 0.002 mfd. up. If not fully stabil-
ized then, reduced capacity of bypass con-
densers across r -f biasing resistors. Finally
take plate return of two r -f tubes and con-
nect unbypassed few -hundred -ohm resistor
to common return of coils, other side of re-
sistor to usual B plus feed. If this makes
matters' worse, reverse connections to pri-
mary of first interstage coil. Increase an-
tenna primary or put 5,000 across present
antenna primary.

* *

Use of the 53
CAN A 53 tube be used as a short-wave

mixer? Is any coupling necessary except

that which is present in the tube? How
would additional coupling be introduced, if
needed for broadcasts?-W. C.

The 53 tube can be used as a mixer and
there will be enough coupling without any
extra common coupling, but if any extra is
desired, it may be provided by a turn or so
of wire as diagramed. If the broadcast
band is to be included, still there will be
enough coupling in the tube, plus stray
coupling, to enable dispensing with the com-
mon coupling shown on the diagram. The
inductance values of the secondaries for the
broadcast band are given. The broadcast in-
ductance for the modulator input is the same,
no matter what the intermediate frequency.
The two values for the oscillator secondary
are for 175 kc and 465 kc intermediate fre-
quency. For 456 kc i, f. the oscillator sec-
ondary may be 153 microhenries.

* * *

Constant Coupling I -F
IS THERE ANY advantage in using a

constant coupling device for an intermediate
frequency transformer? If so, will you
l`cindly give the coupling constants for a 456
kc transformer?-W. E. T.

The coupling will be constant because the
frequency does not vary. The only way to
get a Variable coupling would be to arrange
the circuit so that the mutual is variable,
in case inductive coupling is used, and so
that the coupling condenser is variable, in
case condenser coupling is used. It is dif-
ficult to conceive' a case where variable
coupling, in a broadcast superheterodyne,
would be anything but a disadvantage.

* * *

Neon Tube As Polarity Tester
CAN A NEON TUBE be used as a

polarity tester of batteries and B supply
devices? If so, what precautions are neces-
sary to insure that it will work in all cases?
-R. T. M.

* * *

Surely, a neon tube can be used as a
polarity tester, providing that the voltage
is high enough to cause a glow. Insuring
adequate voltage is the first precaution that
must be taken. The second is to put a high
resistance in series with the neon tube to
prevent excessive current and damage to

the tube. Since the neon tube requires a
certain minimum voltage before it will glow,
it is clear that as a polarity tester it is
limited to high voltages, higher than this
minimum. However, by polarizing the tube
with a battery of the minimum voltage, it
is possible to extend its usefulness to lower
voltages. If the polarizing voltage is just
enough to start the glow, then if the tested
voltage is opposed to this, the tube will fail
to glow but if it aids it will. Even with
the polarizing voltage there will be a range
over which no test will result for the rea-
son that the glow will not start and stop
at the same voltage.

* * *

Construction of Precision Oscillator
HOW MANY OSCILLATOR coils are

required to cover a frequency range from
90 kc to 6,000 kc when the distributed
capacity, or minimum capacity, is to be such
that the dial for each coil covers a 2 -to -1
ratio, plus a slight overlap? I want this
ratio because I want to spread out the fre-
quencies as much as practicable.-P. N.

The frequency range you want to cover
is 6,000/90, or 66.7 -to -1. If you raise 2 to
the 6th power you get 64. Hence you need
seven coils. If you limit the total frequency
coverage to 64 you need only 6 coils.

* * *

Padding A Tracking Condenser
THE TRACKING condenser I have, has

been designed for 175 kc intermediate and
the broadcast range of frequencies. Now I
want to use this condenser in a 456 kc super-
heterodyne, and I have been wondering if
it is possible to pad the oscillator section
so that it will fit the higher intermediate
frequency. I can see no reason why such a
condenser could not be padded as well as
one that is equal to the condensers used in
the r -f tuners.-T. R. B.

No doubt padding can be used to secure
fair tracking provided that the inductance,
the minimum capacity, and the series capac-
ity are properly selected. However, since
the rate of change of the tracking condenser
section in respect to the rate of the r -f con-
densers is not known, it is difficult to pre-
dict what these constants should be. How-
ever, an approximate tracking can be ef-
fected by assuming that the capacities in the
oscillator and r -f circuits is the same at
1,500 kc on the r -f dial. This assumption
will yield an inductance which is close to
the correct value. Then it is only necessary
to adjust the series condenser at a low fre-
quency, say 600 kc, until the tracking is
good here. The deviation cannot be very
great, but no doubt, it will be somewhat
worse than if a regular tracking condenser
designed for the 456 kc i-f were used. The
inductance in the oscillator circuit should be
0.59L, where L is the inductance of the r -f
circuit. At 600 kc the capacity in the oscil-
lator circuit should be 0.03845/L micro-
microfarads, where L is in henries. If the
oscillator condenser has been designed for
175 kc, it is likely that the capacity is
0.0715/L micromicrofarads at 600 kc. Atthis rate the series condenser should be
0.901/L micromicrofarads. Now if the in-
ductance, L, in the r -f circuits is 246 micro -
henries, the series condenser should be 3,660
micromicrofarads. This value may be wide
of the mark but it at least gives the order
of magnitude as a guide in making the ad-justment. If the curves and specifications
for the tracking condenser in question are
available a much closer estimate of both the
required inductance and the required series
condenser can be obtained.

* * *

Mot orboating Neglected
SOME YEARS AGO causes and curesfor motorboating were discussed frequently

in radio literature. But now it is entirely
neglected. What is the reason? Is not thissubject as important now as it ever was?-T. R. B.

The reason it is neglected now is thatthe audio amplifiers used in nearly all mod-
ern receivers are not subject to the trouble.Not enough audio stages are used to causethe trouble. Most amplifiers now consist
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of two stages, one an a -f voltage amplifier
and one a power amplifier. This would give
rise to motorboating under certain condi-
tions if the detector were of the plate bend
type, but when it is of the diode type there
is little chance for motorboating.

* * *

Solving for Reactance
WHEN THERE IS a coil in an alternat-

ing circuit the reactance is 6.28f L and when
there is a condenser it is 1/6.28fC. That
we have seen so many times that there is
no difficulty computing the reactance in
either case, but when there is both a coil
and a condenser, in series or in parallel
what is the reactance then? Please give
formulas for computing.-T. R.

When a condenser and a coil are in series,
the reactance of the combination is the dif-
ference between the two reactances as com-
puted by the two formulas above. The
condensive reactance is negative and the
inductive is positive. Hence if the difference
is negative the resultant reactance is con-
densive. Otherwise it is inductive. When
the coil and condenser are in parallel, the
reactance of the combination is equal to the
reactance of the coil divided by 1 - LCW2.
In this case also the resultant reactance can
be either positive or negative.

* * *

Classes A and B Amplification
WHAT IS THE .MAIN distinction be-

tween Class A and Class B amplification?
This is not quite clear to me. 0. D. N.

In Class A amplification the grid bias
operating point is such that the plate cur-
rent can decrease about as much as it can
increase, without grid current. That is,
operation takes place with negative voltage
on the grid at all times. Either a single
tube or two tubes in push-pull can be used.
In Class B the operating point is near the
plate current cut-off so that the plate cur-
rent can only increase. Grid current may
flow provided that the coupling devices are
such that the grid current will not unduly
reduce the input voltage. In Class B two
equal tubes must be used, one to amplify
one side of the wave and the other to am-
plify the other side. In the latest Class
B amplifiers the tubes have been designed
so that the operating point, and hence the,
plate current cut-off, is at zero grid bias.
When such is the case grid current will
flow and much power is wasted in the grid
circuit. This must be compensated for by
using a driver stage, which is of the Class
A type. A Class B amplifier cannot be
self -biased. For this reason tubes have been
designed with the cut-off at zero bias.

* * *

Mixer Tube
WHICH TUBE would you recommend

for mixing two radio frequencies voltages,
the pentagrid or the dual tube like the 53
when the two oscillators use different tubes?
-R. E.

The pentagrid would be preferable be-
cause of the possibility of shielding provided
by the extra grids, and also of the possibil-
ity offered by these grids for applying dif-
ferent voltages, that is, for changing the
operating conditions of the two grids in-
volved in the mixing.

* * *

Getting Beats Between Stations
SUPPOSE we wish to build an oscillator

and adjust it to exactly 50 kc, is it possible
to take two broadcast stations differing in
frequency by 50 kc and adjust oscillator
frequency to the beat between these two?
That is, will the beat frequency be ac-
curately 50 kc?-J. W. A.

A broadcast station of the better class
may be off 50 cycles, plus or minus. Hence
the beat between the two may be off 100
cycles. Hence you would have a possible
accuracy of 100 cycles out of 50,000, or 0.2
per cent. That is an accuracy not often
obtained. Chances are that the accuracy
of the beat frequency standard would be
much better, for the high class stations
might not be off more than a few cycles,
and they may be off in the same direction

at that. There would be greater chance of
error in copying the frequencies than in the
frequencies themselves.

* * *

Meaning of Term
WILL YOU show what is meant by the

"flush type" power transformer, and what is
the difference between that and the "shell
type?"-O. F. W.

Flush Type Transformer
The two names are used for describing

the same type of transformer. There is a
shield cover on top, the laminations are
visible on all four sides, and the insulation
around the winding is visible below, with
either wire outleads or lugs for connections
to the windings. The illustration shows
this type of transformer.

* * *

Range of Rectilinear Propagation
IF RADIO WAVES travel in straight

lines between two antennas of heights H1
and H2, how is the distance computed be-
tween the two stations, that is, the greatest
distance along the surface .of the earth that
these stations may be if the wave from one
is to reach the other by the direct route?
I know that waves travel greater distances
but I just want to know how to compute
the straight line distance.-T. U.

For any towers, or even mountains, on
which the transmitting antennas may be
we may assume that the tangents are equal
to the arcs. With this assumption, which
holds very closely, we have S=S1-1-S2=
(2R) h (H1 -1-H21), in which R is the
radius of the earth and HI and H2 are
the two altitudes in question, all distances
being measured in the same units. R may
be taken as 4,000 miles. Hence if we ex-
press S in miles and the two heights in

feet, we have S=1.232(Iiih+H23) miles.
The transmitting antenna H1 may be 400
feet high and the receiving antenna H2
may be 25 feet. Then the sum of the square
roots of the altitudes will be 25 and the
distance S will be 30.8 miles. If we put
the two antennas on mountains 1,000 feet
high, with' no mountains between them,
then the distance S is 78 miles. It is clear
that if any distant station is received, the
wave must come over a curved path.

* * *

Stuttering in Receivers
WHILE TUNING superheterodynes

there is frequently a stuttering noise which
sounds like motorboating. It is not motor -
boating because it occurs even when there
is no audio amplification at all. The trouble
seems to be associated with the oscillator.
What is your explanation?-R. W. L.

Usually it is due to blocking of grids in
which the grid leak resistance is excessive.
Most likely in a superheterodyne is that
this blocking occurs in the oscillator itself.
The oscillator stops and starts oscillation
at a rate depending on the amount of grid
current and the rate of leakage through the
grid leak resistance. If this is the cause
of the trouble it should disappear when the
grid leak of the oscillator is reduced. If
this does not stop the blocking the trouble
it may be caused by overloading somewhere
else where there is a grid leak of inadequate
conductance. This explanation is more like-
ly to be the correct one if the trouble oc-
curs only on very strong signals.
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Questions
1. Classify the 84 tube and state its out-

put limit at 350 volts applied Define the
applied voltage.

2. State briefly what is the new code for
tubes.

3. If one has a test oscillator covering
considerably lower frequencies, how may
broadcasting stations be used as standards
of frequencies in calibrating the oscillator,
and specifically how may points on the test
oscillator representing 50 and 100 kc funda-
mentals be verified?

4. With an inductance of 25 millihenries,
what capacities across the coil are necessary
to produce the following frequencies: 25, 20,
17, 14, 12, and 10 kc?

5. Which of the following types of tuners
is preferable and why : tuned grid, tuned
plate, and tuned grid -tuned plate?

6. Does the capacity between two wind-
ings of a transformer add to or subtract
from the coupling, or may it do one or the
other, and if uncertain, what is the deter-
mining factor?

7. What is meant by uniform coupling in
a radio -frequency transformer? What is the
difference between a uniform coupling trans-
former and a' constant -gain transformer?

8. State the reason for using a tube of
power -tube type as driver for push-pull out-
put 2A3's or 45's following the triode of
a 55.

9. Why is a volume control sometimes
equipped so that it acts as a tone control,
and what realm of audio frequencies is
attenuated at low volume settings ?

10. What is the maximum current to be
taken from a 5Z3 at what maximum rated
voltage?

11. Is a bypass condenser necessary in
a true push-pull stage, across the biasing
resistor serving those tubes? If so, why
so? If not, why not? Suppose other tubes
have their bias supplied from the same
source?

12. How many amateur licenses are now
being held and what was the figure in 1929?

13. Give the three expressions for power
computation.

14. When a diode is used for driving
push-pull output tubes what must be the
general type of such output tubes and why?
For what type of circuit is the diode -driving
of the output pair particularly suitable?

15. If a filament transformer is rated at
10 amperes, 2.5 volts, what would the volt-
age be if a, 58 tube were connected to the
2.5 -volt winding; three such tubes, 10 such
tubes? If there is any change in voltage,
what determines it, and in general would
the change be great or small?

Answers
1. The 84 is a rectifier tube of the heater

type with 6.3 -volt heater. At 350 volts rms
applied to the plate or plates the current
maxima are (a) for full -wave rectification
50 ma, (b) for half -wave rectification 75 ma.
For full -wave rectification the plates are
used separately, for half -wave rectification
they are interconnected. The voltage meant
is, as stated, the rms at the plate or plates.

2. The new code for tubes provides in
general that there be both alphabetical and
numerical designations. The alphabetical
order is A, B, C etc., for amplifiers and de-
tectors, and Z, Y, X etc. for rectifiers. That
is, the progression is away from A for the one
group and away from Z for the other. The
prefixed numerical designation gives an in-
dication of the heater or filament voltage
and the suffixed numerical designation gives
an indication of the number of useful ele-
ments of the tube brought out as terminals.
The voltage designation for filament or
heater usually indicates that the voltage is

The Review
Questions and Answers Based on Articles

Week's Issue
greater than the number specified but not as
great as the next succeeding whole number.
For instance "2" would refer to voltages
between 2.1 and 2.9. When the voltage is a
whole number, the number generally specifies
the voltage exactly, e. g. 25, whereas to
avoid confusion with existing designations
some tubes are not strictly classified, e. g.,
the 2 -volt series takes the prefix "1" to avoid
a mistake between 2 -volt and 2.5 -volt tubes.
Examples : the 2A5 is an amplifier having
2.5 -volt filament, heater, with five useful
terminals brought out; the 25Z5 is a 25 -volt
heater type rectifier with five useful termin-
als brought out; and the 1A6 is a 2 -volt
filament amplifier -detector tube requiring
with six useful terminals brought out.

3. If one has a test oscillator that covers
frequencies considerably lower than those
frequencies represented in the broadcast
band, then harmonics of the test oscillator
will be equal to broadcast frequencies, and
the test oscillator may be zero -beaten with
broadcasting stations, which are thus used as
standards of frequencies. Points on the dial
of the test oscillator representing 50 and
100 kc, respectively, may be ascertained by
beating with one local station that has a
frequency a multiple of 50, and picking up
the same beat with the receiver dial now
tuned to a second local 50 kc removed from
the other. The beat will not be heard until
one reaches the station 50 kc removed. This
serves as verification. For 100 kc funda-
mental registration, two locals 100 kc apart
are used in the same way as frequency
standards.

4. Using 25 mlh inductance, the capacities
required to attain the stated frequencies are:
0.00156 mfd. for 25 kc; 0.0025 mfd. for 20
kc; 0.0035 mfd. for 17 kc; 0.005 mfd. for
14 kc ; 0.007 mfd, for 12 kc and 0.01 mfd.
for 10 kc.

5. The tuned grid type tuner is preferable
because the selectivity is greater and the
gain is higher.

6. The capacity between two windings of
a transformer may either increase or de-
crease the coupling, depending on the sign
of the mutual inductive coupling.

7. Uniform coupling in a radio -frequency
transformer means that for equal input at
all input frequencies the voltage across the
secondary is practically the same at all those
frequencies. A uniform -coupling trans-
former and a constant -gain transformer
therefore are one and the same.

8. The reason for feeding the output of
a 55 triode to a driver tube of the power -
tube variety is that the output of the 55 is
so large that a tube of adequate voltage -
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input capabilities, i. e., high enough negative
bias, is required. Output tubes of large
power -handling capability, as the 2A3's and
45's are required, in respect to the driver,
for the same general reason of overload
prevention.

9. A tone control is sometimes associated
with a volume control when the volume con-
trol is at the audio -frequency level so that
the reduction in the intensity of the low
notes at low -volume settings is compen-
sated. Therefore the effect of the tone
control is to reduce the amplification at the
higher audio frequencies at the low volume
settings.

10. The maximum current is 250 ma at
500 volts rms per plate. The maximum
current of the receiver under discussion,
page 9 last week, was 125 ma, and this was
incorrectly stated as the maximum current
also of the rectifier tube.

11. A bypass condenser is not necessary
in a true pushpull circuit, across the biasing
resistor serving those two tubes, as there
is no current through the resistor at the
frequencies of operation. That is, there is
no signal or carrier current, hence no object
in trying to remove what is not there. If
the stage is unbalanced there would be cur-
rent at the operating frequencies and then
a condenser might be advisable, but it would
be better to balance the stage and omit the
condenser. If pother tubes are biased from
the same source, which is inadvisable, a
condenser would be needed, but if the other
tubes were at a radio -frequency level, the
push-pull tubes at an audio -frequency level,
the condenser could be small. Even so it
is bad nractice to try this unison.

12. There are 42,000 amateur licenses
now held, whereas in 1929 there were 17,000,
an increase of 25,000 in four years.

13. Power may be computed by any one
of the following: (a) the product of the
voltage and the current, expressed in volts
and amperes, formula P=IE; (b) the prod-
uct of the resistance and the square of the
current, formula P=RI2; (c), the quotient
of the square of the voltage divided by the
resistance, formula P=E2/R.

14. When a diode is used for driving a
push-pull output the output tubes should be
of the high -mu, i.e., pentode type, because of
the high sensitivity of such tubes, required
by the relatively small output of the diode.
The diode -driving circuit is most suitable
for push-pull resistance coupling.

15. If a filament transformer is rated at
10 amperes, 2.5 volts, then the voltage
actually will be 2.5 volts so long as the
rating of 10 amperes is not exceeded by the
drain. Thus, 1 -ampere tubes such as the 58,
up to ten such tubes, would not change the
voltage, which still would be 2.5 volts. How-
ever, the resistance of secondary winding
of the transformer has the effect of reduc-
ing this voltage a trifle, but not until the
amount of current drawn approaches the
rating does this decrease come within ready
notice. Hence the change is small.

TRADIOGRAMS
By J. Murray Barron

The smaller, independent set manufac-
turer is behind on production, so rushed
with orders that immediate deliveries in
large lots are impossible.

To the many who think that higher prices
in radio is just talk, it might be well to
consider the higher price now for raw ma-
terials. A recent new price increase was the
cost of tubes to the set manufacturer. That
there will be additional prices raised before
the holidays can hardly be doubted.

* * *

Quite naturally one either prefers to deal
with his local store or does so through habit.
It's a good idea to patronize the local man
who pays taxes and etc., however very often
many of these stores handle a limited line
and if they be of the ultra -conservative type
may not have the most up-to-date stock.

Then again it is their policy to try to sell
what is in the stock rather than what is in
demand.

Just why many of those who know of re-
liable manufacturers or read their adver-
tisements in radio publications and news-
papers do not buy more by mail is not al-
ways easy to understand, except perhaps
that even with all the knowledge they pos-
sess they have not fully grasped the oppor-
tunities that the mail-order business offers
them. This applies not alone to purchases
for one's own use but likewise those for re-
sale. If many of these readers could only
realize the ease with which sales can be
made and the real favors they would actual-
ly be doing their neighbors, not to speak of
the profits they would be making, they
wouldn't hesitate.
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MARCONI KEEN WSOC Becomes Member

AFTER VIEWING

OUR TELEVISION
During his return visit to the East, after

being honored at the Century of Progress
in Chicago, Guglielmo Marconi visited sev-
eral radio experimental and developmental
establishments and also places where he
saw commercial message apparatus in oper-
ation.

At Camden, N. J., he and David Sar-
noff, president of the Radio Corporation of
America, were the guests of E. T. Cunning-
ham, president of RCA Radiotron Co., Inc.,
which has a branch in Camden, though its
plant is in Harrison, N. J.

In Camden Mr. Marconi visited the RCA -
Victor laboratory and was given a demon-
stration of cathode ray transmission and
reception of television, an RCA -Victor de-
velopment. An oscillograph tube is used
for pickup, actuating a field composed of
3,000,000 photo -cells, and a fluorescent -
screen oscillograph tube of more fa-
miliar type at the receiving end.

Impressed by Television
Senator Marconi was impressed with the

demonstration as marking the well -advanced
state of television in this country. He
thought that a demonstration so convincing
must presage the early readiness of televi-
sion sets for the American market.

Mr. Sarnoff said that tests have been con-
ducted quietly and with all possible safe-
guards against rash publicity, because tele-
vision's repute had suffered badly, due to
exaggerated descriptions and prophesies pub-
lished some years ago.

Due to the tendency to use very high fre-
quencies for television carrier transmission,
Mr. Marconi reiterated his prophecy that
perfection of ultra -wave work would make
possible cheaper communication between
ocean liners and shore, with less interfer-
ence.

Sees His 1900 Shack
He visited the Central Radio office, in

New York City, and the radio stations and
laboratories, of RCA Communications, Inc.
at Rocky Point, Long Island.

He inspected the company's facilities for
transmission and reception of facsimile pic-
tures by radio, the facilities for handling
international broadcast programs to and
from the studios of American networks and
the direct radiotelegraph circuits which ra-
diate from New ,York to more than thirty
countries.

Although radiotelegraph signals are or-
dinarily received silently on tape recorders,
on the occasion of Marconi's visit the sig-
nals from the short-wave Marconi beam
station in England were connected to a
loudspeaker for his benefit. This British
station was one of the original short-wave
beam installations designed by Marconi for
regular commercial service. The American
and British ends of the circuit have been
in continuous operation since' the service
was inaugurated in 1926.

At Rocky Point, the first sight to meet
the radio inventor's eyes was a small white-
washed shack, about 8 feet square-the orig-
inal building used by Marconi for his first
commercial coastal radiotelegraph station in
America. The station was erected at Baby-
lon, Long Island, in 1900.

Meets Old Friends
After years of disuse the shack was redis-

covered in 1930 by Major E. H. Armstrong,
an American radio inventor, who moved it

Of the NBC Network
WSOC, Charlotte, N. C., joined the Nat-

ional Broadcasting Company Southeastern
network, in response to a demand by organ-
izations and radio listeners for an NBC out-
let in that part of the State.

The station, operating on 247.8 meters,
1,210 kilocycles, serves Charlotte and the
surrounding country to which it will broad-
cast the pick of the NBC programs during
the daylight hours and evenings. Earl J.
Gluck is president of the operating company.

The newest NBC affiliate was welcomed
to the network with a half-hour program
over hookup from Chicago. Harold Stokes's
orchestra, the Morin Sisters, the King's
Jesters, Mary Steele, contralto, and Edward
Davies, baritone, inaugurated the programs
in Charlotte with a broadcast of modern
songs and dance music. WSOC recently
operated in Gastonia, N. C., the move to
Charlotte gives better broadcasting service
to listeners in that section of the State.

to its present location at Rocky Point and
presented it to RCA.

Enjoyed Reminiscences
After luncheon the inventor inspected the

buildings containing many powerful radio
transmitters, remotely controlled from the
central radio office in New York. There
were reminiscences about the gradual trend
of radio development for long-range com-
munication through the years from very long
waves to very short waves. During his
visit to the laboratory Marconi renewed his
acquaintance with H. H. Beverage, B. S. Y.
Clifton, H. 0. Peterson, C. W. Hansell,
Philip Carter, and Nils Lindenblad, engi-
neers of the Radio Corporation.

Marconi and his technical assistant,
George Mathieu, compared notes with the
engineers on the development of radio trans-
mission on micro waves. The visitors
evinced considerable interest in some of the
recent developments on this side of the At-
lantic among which were multiple -wave-
length directive antennas, which types of
radiator differ considerably from the
Marconi reflector type, and the RCA "long-
line control" apparatus for application to
ultra -short-wave work.

Replaces Crystal Control
The so-called long -line control develop-

ment is a distinct contribution to making the
ultra -short waves commercially useful in that
this apparatus keeps an ultra -short wave
transmitter from straying or "drifting" from
a definite operating frequency. It replaces
the crystal control method of accomplishing
the same result which is now in use generally
in radiotelegraph and broadcasting stations
throughout the world.

The advantage lies in eliminating a vast
amount of frequency doubling equipment
which, in the case of an ultra short wave
station, might be so' cumbersome and com-
plicated as to cost more than the power
producing section of the transmitter. By
comparison with former complicated cir-
cuits, the long -line control is an extremely
simple apparatus.

One of Biggest Problems
One of the biggest problems in generating

the micro -waves is to make vacuum tubes
deliver more power when they are oscillat-
ing at the terrifically high frequencies of
waves only a few centimeters in length.
American engineers are examining into the
possibility of using high voltage to force
more power through the tubes to the small
antennas. The production of higher power
on ultra -short waves, it is generally con-
sidered, will hasten the day when the secrets
of this new field of radio transmission are
unlocked to science.

NET STATIONS

RAISE RATES
Increases in NBC network rates for time

on the air are announced by the following
stations :

WJR, Detroit, Mich.
WEEI, Boston, Mass.
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas and Forth Worth,

Tex.
WSB, Atlanta, Ga.
WMS, Nashville, Tenn.
WKBF, Indianapolis, Ind.
The new rates follow.
WJR, Detroit:

One Hour $500.00
Half -Hour 312.00
Quarter -Hour 196.00

for periods between 6:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m.
local Detroit time. All other periods at
one-half foregoing rates.

The old rate was established when WJR
joined the NBC Blue Network in 1927. At
that time WJR operated with 5,000 watts
power, and the Detroit market area con-
tained less than 450,000 receiving sets. To-
day, transmitting with 10,000 watts on a clear
channel, WJR is the most powerful station
in Michigan, while the number of sets in
the market area is now in excess of 727,000.

WEEI, Boston:
One Hour $400.00
Half -Hour 250.0
Quarter -Hour 156.00

for period between 6:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m.
local Boston time. All other periods at one-
half foregoing rates.

The previous network rate for WEEI was
established in September, 1927, when WEEI
was operating with 500 watts power, and
there were only 215,000 receiving sets in the
Boston market area. Today the Boston
territory contains upwards of 570,000 re-
ceiving sets and WEEI uses power of 1,000
watts.

The rates of three stations, not changed
since 1927, now are:

1 Hr. TA Hr. 1/4 Hr.
WFAA-WBAP,

Dallas -Fort Worth $300 $188 $118
WSB, Atlanta 300 188 118
WSM, Nashville 300 188 118

for periods between 6:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m.
local time in each city. All other periods
at one-half foregoing rates.

WKBF, Indianapolis, is available for op-
tional service on either the NBC -Red Net-
work or the NBC Blue network. WKBF
broadcasts on a full-time wavelength of 214.2
meters and a power of 500 watts. Rates for
WKBF are $190 per hour, $120 per half
hour and $74 per quarter hour.

PAGE CHIEF A LIFE-SAVER
Adam Yung, NBC night page supervisor,

who is life guard in his spare time, was
recently appointed Headquarters Captain of
the United States Volunteer Life Saving
Corps.

In three short swimming seasons Adam
has saved close to 100 lives, on and off
duty, earned three medals and commenda-
tions, earned a Captaincy, an instructorship
and judge's position at life saving meets
and tests and organized his own station at
one of the most dangerous beaches for
swimmers. Adam is just 21.

STARTED CAREER WITH WKBF
When Station WKBF of Indianapolis re-

cently joined the NBC networks, Emil
Seidel, well-known pianist for the NBC in
New York, was particularly elated. Emil
started his radio career with the Hoosier
station.
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Station Sparks
By Alice Remsen

TRANSCRIPTIONS AND TALENT
It is evident that WOR, WMCA and

WBNX will get some of the overflow com-
mercials unable to buy time on the major
networks. This is a good thing, for it will
help to put the smaller stations on a paying
basis so that they can offer their listeners
better programs with paid talent. Many of
the sustaining programs on these stations
have been offered gratis with a promise be-
hind it of pay to talent if sold to a sponsor;
the sad part of it is, that seldom, if ever,
are these gratis artists even auditioned for
commercials ; usually the sponsor or his
advertising agency picks talent elsewhere.
... Spot broadcasting is gaining weight with
many advertisers. Many of the larger firms
see the wisdom of electrical transcriptions
on the smaller stations in special territory.
The cost is less in the long run, with greater
coverage for the money and perfect pro-
grams wheri the records are fresh, and even
when the records are scratched up a bit they
still sound better than some live broadcasts.

SINGIN' SAM'S GOOD WORK
And now Singin' Sam has an orchestra of

handpicked men, six of 'em, but it might
as well be a symphony, for each man plays
five or six different instruments at different
times during the broadcasts, and the effect
is as good as that produced by a large or-
ganization. The old Barbasol Man waves the
baton himself and does a pretty good job of
it, too, judging from the way it sounds via
a loudspeaker.... H. V. Kaltenborn, Colum-
bia's crisp commentator on current events;
will be heard on a' new schedule, twice-
weekly : Sundays from 7 :30 to 7 :45 p. m.,
and Thursdays from 6 :00 to 6:15 p. m.EST.
. . . The Silver Dust evening program with
Jack Denny, Scrappy Lambert and Jeannie
Lang, has been renewed and also given a net-
work extension of twelve Eastern stations ;

the new schedule calls for Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays, from 6 :45 to 7 :00 p. m.
EST over WABC. . . . The Curtis Sym-
phony Orchestra, one of the world's out-
standing student ensembles, has returned to
a Coast -to -Coast WABC-Columbia network
for its fifth consecutive season; each Thurs-
day, from 3 :45 to 4 :30 p. m. EST ; under
the direction of Fritz Reiner, former con-
ductor of the Cincinnati Symphony and New
York Philharmonic Symphony; the orches-
tra consists of ninety pieces and originates
in the studios of WCAU in Philadelphia;
the programs will be under the auspices of
the Curtis Institute of Music, in Philadel-
phia, which was founded nine years ago by
Mary Louise Curtis Bok, widow of Edward
Bok, and daughter of Cyrus H. K. Curtis.
. . . Olsen and Johnson first met each other
nineteen years ago-in 1914, to be exact ;

the spot was about a half mile from where
these famous comedians now broadcast, at
the offices of a Chicago music publisher in
the old Garrick Theatre Building ; Olsen,
who was at that time a saxophone player in
"The College Four," a vocal and instru-
mental quartet, was there in search of a new
piano player ; the publisher was racking his
brains to think of a likely pianist, when
"Chic" Johnson strolled past the open door ;
Chic must have been thinking of the girl
he'd met on his last vaudeville date, for
he was whistling the then popular favorite,
"Oh, You Beautiful Doll ;" it was a lucky
break for both the boys, for Chic was drafted
forthwith, and the two of them teamed
up shortly after that ; the Chicago Civic The-
atre, where the Olsen -Johnson program,
"The Swift Revue," is broadcast, over the
WABC-Columbia chain, each Friday at
10 :00 p. m., is only a few blocks from the
Garrick. . . .

THOSE LITTLE CHURCH FOLK
The weekly program which originates in

the "Happy -Am -I Preacher's" little church
on the banks of the Potomac, first started
as a local morning feature of Station WJSV,
Washington; within a short time, however,
it had attracted enough attention to inter-
rupt the morning schedule of senators, milk-
men and cabinet members alike, and since
then, Elder Solomon Lightfoot Michaux and
his singing congregation have won a nation-
wide audience; if you are interested in this
unique program, tune in an hour later than
usual, for the time has been changed to 9:00
p. m. EST, each Saturday evening, over a
WABC-Columbia network. . . . WHOM,
New York, is becoming quite a station for
night clubs, the latest one to install its lines
being Billie Gallagher's, from which Mike
Landau's Orchestra broadcasts at 11:15 p. m.
on Sundays, and 11:00 p. m. on all other eve-
nings ; the Red Rooster Club and the Club
Richman are already on the station. . . .

Frank Crumit and Julia Sanderson have
two new additions to their family-Boston
Bean and Lady Julia, offspring of Muggsy
Dee and Tiny Princess, their pedigreed Bos-
ton bulldogs ; doing quite well, thank you!
. . . Adele Ronson, who plays Wilma Deer-
ing in the fantastic "Buck Rogers" program,
is busy these days making movie shorts, re-
cordings and personal appearances. . . . Mil-
ton Berle was a lucky chap when he was
going to school, for in his class were Ruby
Keeler, Lillian Roth, Nancy Drexel, Helen
Chandler and . . .

WSB DOING WELL, THANK YOU!
Station WSB, Atlanta, Georgia, is pat-

ting itself on the back this season; it has
no less than ten NBC commercials going
through its transmitter, nine local commer-
cials and five electrical transcriptions. Pretty
good business, WSB! . . . Martha Crane's
Homemaker's program on WLS, Chicago,
has doubled its time; henceforth this popu-
lar feature will be a full hour in length;
Martha, who has conducted this program for
nearly five years, brings to her listeners a
variety of interesting features, ranging from
talks on attractive menus, household hints,
music, home and community parties, to one -
act plays; daily except Saturday and Sun-
day, from 2:00 to 3 :00 p. m. CST. . . . Bob
Haring is now with WMCA as the director
of that station's dance orchestra; Bob is
an oldtimer in radio, having been heard on
many commercial programs over both the
Columbia and National networks ; he also
was musical director for the Brunswick re-
cording company for a long time. . . . By
the way, Billie Dauscha, who returned to
New York recently after a period at WLW,
Cincinnati, is singing with Bob's orchestra
over WMCA. . . . Charlie Mack, the large,
drawling member of the team of Moran and
Mack, has an interesting hobby ; he is rather
an authority on Norman architecture, and
in his spare time he plans and builds houses ;
he thinks it's more fun than golfing. . . . The
"preview" broadcast of "Nymph Errant," the
newest Cochrane musical comedy from Lon-
don, was such a success that fifteen more
of these backstage broadcasts have been ar-
ranged between NBC and the BBC of Eng-
land-and am I glad? Well, rather; and so
will you be if you watch your local papers
for announcements and listen to these dif-
ferent re -broadcasts. . . .

DONALD NOVIS COMING
It's good news to me that Donald Novis

will return to the air via NBC in Novem-
ber ; Donald has had his tonsils out during
his vacation at his home near Los Angeles ;
he is quite well now, however, and will play

one or two vaudeville engagements during
his trip East; it is expected that he will
arrive in New York and be on the air by
Thanksgiving. . . . The Goldenrod Revue is
on a new time schedule : Saturdays, 8:30
to 9 :00 p. m. EST. WABC and Columbia
network. . . . And November 19th is the
official date set for Frank Parker's debut
with The Revellers. Frank is taking Jimmy
Melton's place with that famous quartet of
singers; here's wishing him luck . . . An-
other NBC warbler, Shirley Howard, is very
ill; Carolyn Rich is in a hospital also. . . .
Harriet Lee re-signed with the Wonder
Bakers program last week. . . . The latest
rumor has it that Palm Olive will go back
on the air again and that they are auditioning
Olga Albani and Veronica Wiggins; it would
be a very nice combination. . . . Potash and
Perlmutter have a time change ; now heard
at 7:30 p. m. WJZ each evening. . . . And
Harry Eorlick has just started his eleventh
year of broadcasting. with his A. & P. Gyp-
sies ; that's a grand record. . . . And they
do say that more radio artists come from
Kansas than from any other state; perhaps
it's a good state to come from-what say !
. . . I know that the state I'm in now makes
me believe that tea would comfort me, so
here goes for a sip of the cup that cheers
but doesn't inebriate.

CAN'T GgT AWAY WITH IT
When radio artists and employees haveNa-

cations they find it hard to get away from
business. James Melton, tenor, overcomes
that handicap by sailing away to nowhere
on his 50 -foot cruiser, Melody, which has
everything from a refrigerator to a shower-
with hot and cold running water, but no
radio.

On a recent trip, however, when Jimmy
was host to 21 NBC page boys seeking re-
spite from radio, business was brought home
to them when they met Yoichi Hiraoka,
Japanese xylophonist, and Serge de Somov,
radio engineer, who were fishing quietly and
contentedly until they were nearly swamped
by rollers from the cruiser.

HUTCHINS SEES JOBBERS
H. A. Hutchins, general sales manager

of National Union Radio Corporation, left
the New York office on an extensive tour
of the principal jobbing centers in the Middle
West, as far as Kansas City.

Mr. Hutchins stated that he was confident
that the recent upward surge in tube sales
was not the result of an artificial condition,
but indicative of a renewed interest in radio
generally. One of the principal reasons for
his trip is to investigate actual conditions inthe field to determine the soundness of
present optimism.

NATURAL TO HIM
Tim Frawley, who played the role of thedying "Pete" in NBC's dramatization of

"The Last Roundup," is a native of the Far
West and once rode the range, so that "Git
along little dogie, git along!" had a very
definite meaning for him. Frawley also plays
the role of "The Old Ranger" in the Death
Valley Days dramas, reminiscent of the gold

A THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
MARIE DRESSLER on the air is sure-

ly a novelty, and the vast radio audi-ence that listened to Miss Dressler's
acknowledgement of the many fine thingssaid about her at the dinner given in her
honor recently at the Hotel Roosevelt inNew York City was thrilled by her char-
acteristic humor and very human sentiments.
This actress was for decades a noted figure
in the flesh on our stage and later became
famous for her comely and appealing Per-
sonality on the screen. Marie Dresster is
an ornament to whatever field of entertain-
ment she dedicates her talents. She is be-
loved by all her associates. because she is a
big-hearted woman first and an artiste after-
wards. All who know her were amused in
a serious way when she declared before the
microphone at the Hotel Roosevelt dinner:"If I am clever I hope I'll never know it."
That's Marie Dressler!
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NO MORE
CALCULATING

OF INDUCTANCE!
Get your answers
accurately from
curves in the only
book of its kind in
the world, "The In-
ductance Author-
ity," by Edward M.
Shiepe, B.S., M.E.E.
Two charts, one in
the book, the other
(18x20 inches) as a
supplement, relate
inductance, capacity
and frequency, the
large one from ultra
to audio frequencies.
Thirty-five charts,
with 13 curves on
each, cover the

numbers of turns and inductive results for
solenoids, for 35 wire sizes and insulation
types. Wire sizes are Nos. 14, 16, 18, 20, 22,
24, 26, 28, 30, ?I and 32. Insulations: single
silk, double silk -single cotton, double cotton
and enamel. Form diameters: %, %, 1, Ws,
1%, 1%, 13/4, 2, 2%, 21/4, 2% and 3 inches.
Pages 9x12, printed on one side only. Price,
52.00 postpaid, including supplement.

RADIO WORLD
145 WEST 45TH ST., NEW YORK CITY

CIRCUITS AND SERVICE DETAILS
OF COMMERCIAL RECEIVERS in issues of
Radio World as follows: The Philco Model 15
Superheterodyne, Oct. 29, 1932; Philco's 4 -tube
Superheterodyne, Dec. 10, 1932; The Philco 37,
Dec. 31, 1932; Philco Service Bulletin -No. 146.
Models 89 and 19, Jan. 21, 1933; The Model 28,
Newest Sparton Set, Nov. 5, 1932; Sparton 14,
14A, and 18, Jan. 7, 1933; The Majestic 324, Nov.
12, 1932; Stromberg-Carlson's Latest Circuits, Nos.
37, 38, 39. 40, and 41 Receivers, Nov. 19, 1932; The
Pilot Dragon, Nov. 19, 1932; National Co. Short -
Wave Receivers, Dec. 3, 1932; The New Fada
Chassis, Dec. 24, 1932; Howard Model M, Jan. 7,
193.3; The Comet "Pro," Jan. 14, 1933; Gulbransen
Series 322, Jan. 14, 1933; United American Bosch
Service Corp. Instructions, Jan. 21, 1933; Crosley
Models 132-1 and 141, Jan. 28, 1933; The Colonial
C-995, Feb. 11, 1933; Kennedy Model 563, Feb. 11,
1933, U. S. Radio No. 700, Feb. 18, 1933; Botch
250 and 251, also Clarion Model 300, and Zenith
430 and 440, Feb. 25, 1933. 15c a copy, any 8 issues,
$1.00. Radio World, 145 W. 45th St., New York
City.

WAFER SOCKETS
6/32 mounting holes, 1-11/16 inches eirarft;
central socket hole recommended, 1h inches,
although 1% inches may be used.
U X, with insulator 10e
UY, with insulator 10e
Six -pin, with insulator lIe
Seven -pin, with insulator din

HENNESSY RADIO PUBS. CORP.
145 WEST 45th STREET, N. Y. CITY

Matched Combination of
Dial, Condenser, Coil

Wal obtainable with either of two
aumerleally divided scales or with

frequency seals.

Travelling light dial, bulb, escutcheon,
6 -to -1 vernier, smooth action. Hub Is
for %- Inch shaft but Ye -inch reducing
bushing Is suppl led. This dial is obtaln
able with either type numerical scale
(100.0 is illustrated) er with frequency -
gal I brated seals, marked 500 to 150. The
frequency scale requires 9.00037 mfd. con-
denser and 250 m lerehenr les inductance
for the broadcast band, or 0.00037 mid.
condenser and 20 m III 'henries Inductance
for actual 500 to 150 be, fundamentals.

Cat. DJAD--11-11111 ter condensers that
increase In capacity shea turned to 01r
the right. Seale, 0-100 IOC

Cat. OM D-100.0 for eendensers that
Increase In rapacity when hinted to Yr

the left. Scale 100-0 e *PC
Cat. DJADF - Frequency call- 94c

brated
Cat RFCH - (TH) - Honeycomb soil

of 30 m 11 I !henries Inductance. Two ex-
treme ices for total winding.

Cen- 45 Cter lug Is UP
Cat. T R F -250-Radl frequency trans-

former 21/4 -Inch diameter shield: primary
and tapped seeondary. Top may be used
for oscillation le cathode leg of
beater tube 45C

Cat. DJA- 4- D-Twe gang 0.00004 mid.
short-wave condenser with corn -$1.96
oensators

Cat. DJA-37-Ringlit tuning condenser,
compensator built in; 0.00097 nie

O
compensator built

Short -Wave
Condenser

Twe-pang sendenser for short -waves.
Low minimum. Sturdy sonstruetlea.
Ball rant at front and back of
Shaft. Compensators built in at side.
Shaft is 1/4 - inch Aluminum plates.
Useful with all standard make short-
wave roils %-inch bushing supplied.

RELIABLE RADIO CO., 143 West 45th St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

PADDING CONDENSERS

hither ealretriey, 504r

AHIGH-CLASS padding condenser is required for a
superheterodyne's oscillator, one that will hold its
capacity setting and will not introduce losses in the

circuit, for losses create frequency instability. The
Hammarlund padding condensers are of single -condenser
construction on Isolantite base, with set -screw easily a,
cessible, and non -stripping thread. For 175 kc. intermediate
frequency use the 850-1350 mmfd. model. For 1-f. from
460 to 365 kc., use the 350-450 mmfd.

0.0005 HAMMARLUND S. F. L. at 59c.
A sturdy, precision straight frequency line condenser, no end stops.
The removable shaft protrudes front and rear and permits ganging with
coupling device, also use of clockwise or anti -clockwise dials, or two
either side of drum dial. Front panel and chassis -top mounting facilities.
True straight line. This rugged condenser has Haramarlund's high
quality workmanship and is suitable for precision work. It is a most
excellent for calibrated radio frequency test oscillators, fre
quency region, 100 to 60,000 kc., short-wave converters and adapters
and TRF or Superheterodyne broadcast receivers. Lowest loss construe.
'ion. rigidity: Hammarlund's perfection throughout.

Order Cat. HOS @ S9c net

Reliable Radio Co., 143 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

COMPLETE YOUR SUMMER FILE
OF RADIO WORLD

If you are short of any summer issues
of Radio World, send us 15c for each
copy or any 8 for $1.00. Or start your
subscription with any date you wish.

Radio World, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

"SOUND PICTURES," by Cameron & Rider.
Over 1,100 pages, 500 illustrations. The whole
question of Sound Motion Pictures treated from
a new angle. A Complete Guide for Trouble
Shooting. Explains in detail the construction, op-
eration and care of sound recording and reproduc-
ing equipment. Price $7.50. Radio World, 145 W.
45th St., New York City.

MODEL SHIELDED TEST OSCILLATOR!
Either 51-151 kc Fundamental Model, a -c or battery; or 500 to 1,Se kc Fundamental Model, (broadcast band) a -c or battery, available.

AN improved modulated test oscillator, funda-
mental frequencies, 50 to 150 ke, enabling
lining up of intermediate frequency ampli-

fiers, t -r -t and oscillator circuits, is now ready.
It le shielded in a metal box 91/2" wide z 81/2"
deep 1 41/4" high, with beautiful Javanese finish,
The test oscillator is obtainable in two models.
one for s -c operation, the other for battery opera-
tics). The same cabinet in used for both.

The a -c model not only is shielded but has the
line blocked, that is, radio frequencies generated
by the oscillator cannot be communicated to the
tested set by way of the a -c line. This is a
necessary counterpart to shielding, and a special
circuit had to be devised to solve the problem.

The modulation in the a -c model is the a -c lie
frequency, 60 cycles, effected by using the line
voltage on the plate of the tube. In the cabinet
there le a very high resistance between the shield
cabinet and the a -e, a double preventive of line -
shorting and application of a -e line voltage to the
user.

The oscillator is equipped with an output poet.
No ground connection need be need, ae the cir-
cuit is sufficiently grounded through the power
transformer capacity to prevent body capacity
effects in tuning.

The frequencies are more accurately read than
normal use requires, being never more than 2%
off, and usually not more than 1% off, many
readings being right on the dot (no discernible
difference). The frequency stability is of a high
order from 100 to 50 ke, and somewhat less from
100 to 150 ke. Zero beats are guaranteed at all
frequencies.

The oscillator was designed by Herman Bernard
and is manufactured under the supervision of
graduates of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.

Either model FREE with two-year subscription for Radio World
(104 issues) $12.00

The test oscillator has a frequency -calibrated dial, 150
to 50 he, with 1 kc separation between 50 and 80 kc and
2 kc separation between 80 a -.d 150 he. Intermediate
frequencies are imprinted on the upper tier. Broadcast
frequencies are obtainable on tenth harmonics (500 to
1,500 he).

RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

THE a -c model te completely self -operated and
requires a 66 tube. The battery model re-
quires external 22.5 -volt small B battery end

1.5 -volt dry cell, besides a 230 tube. The use of
1.5 volts instead of 2 volts on the filament increases
the plate impedance and the operating stability.The battery model is modulated by a high-pitched note. Zero beat. are not obtainable with
the battery modeL

Directions for Use
Remove the four screws and the slip cover, in-sert the 58 tube in its socket, restore the cover

and screws, connect the a -c attachment plug to thewall socket, and the a -c test oscillator is readyfor service.
For testing some particular set, follow the diree-tions given by the designer or manufacturer. In theabsence of such directions. use the following method.
Mentally affix a cipher to the registered fre-quencies on the lower tier (so 50 is read as 500,and 150 se 1,5001, and set the %asl for any de-sired broadcast frequency. Connect a wire fromoutput post of test oscillator to antenna post of set,Leave aerial on for zero beats, off otherwise. Atresonance the hum will be heard. Off resonanceIt will not be heard. For testing Intermediate fre-

quencies, connect the wire to plate of the firstdetector socket. The first detector tube may beleft in piece and bared wire pushed into the platespring. The Intermediates then are tuned forstrongest hum response. If an output motor isused, tune for greatest needle deflection.
The battery model is connected to voltage sourcesas marked on oscillator (unloads and is used thecame way.
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BLUEPRINTS, COILS
and CHASSIS
FOR THE TUNED R -F

DIAMOND
OF THE AIR

FOUR -TUBE DIAMOND
Extremely fine performance, including fetching tone quality,

marks the Four -Tube A -C 1933 Diamond of the Air, blue-
print of which is now available (half -scale). Many have been
surprised that so much can be accomplished on a t -r -f set that
costs so little to build. The circuit uses a two -gang 0.00035
mfd. condenser. Special coils are required. The chassis is
metal, 13.75 x 6.75 x 2.5 inches.

Send $3.00 for six months subscription (26 issues) and get
the blueprint, two official shielded coils and the drilled metal
chassis free. Order PRE -D -4 -COMB.

FIVE -TUBE DIAMOND
The Five -Tube A -C 1933 Diamond of the Air provides

greater sensitivity than the four -tube model, also somewhat
more selectivity, as a three-ga Ag condenser is used. An in-
fallible method of permanently suppressing oscillation is intro-
duced, so that besides having a sensitive and selective set one
will have a stable receiver. The tone is most excellent. Send
$4.00 for 34 weeks subscription (34 issues) and get the blue-
print, three shielded coils and drilled metal chassis free.
Chassis is 13.75 x 9 x 3 inches. Order Cat. PRE -D -5 -COMB.

Analyzer Plug and Adapters 0 -10,000 -Ohm Resistance Meter

NEB=
Er

9,77

976

975

974'.*

connections into UX, UY and
The plug has 5 -foot 7 -lead cable.
receipt of $6.00 for one -year's
Order Cat. PRE-ANPLAD.

For constructing a
set analyzer, an
analyzer plug, to
go into a receiver
socket, is neces-
sary. We offer the
exclusive s e v e n -
pin analyzer plug,
plain long handle
as illustrated, and
three adapters
that enable put-
ting plug

six -pin receiver sockets.
All four parts sent free on
subscription (52 issues).

RIDER'S MANUAL
The standby of the service man is John F. Rider's "Perpetual Trou-

ble Shooter's Manual."

Vol. 2 contains additional diagrams on the same basis as above, but
in Vol. 2 there is no duplication of any of the diagrams printed in
Vol. 1.

To get Vol. 2 free, send $9.00 for 154 -year subscription (78 weeks)
and order Cat. PRE-RM-2.

PHONOGRAPH MOTOR
Allen -Hough synchronous phonograph motor, 78 revolutions per min-

ute; takes up to 12 -inch records. Works from a -c line, 50-60 cycles,
105-120 volts. Equipped with felt -covered turntable. To start the
motor give it a slight impetus. Fits into 3 -inch depth, hence handy
for compact installations. Given free with 34 -weeks subscription at
$4.00. Order Cat. PRE-PHOMO.

A -C, D -C SOLDERING IRON
A serviceable iron that

works on a -c (any fre-
quency) and d -c, 105-120
volts. Sent free on receipt
of $1.50 for three -months
subscription (13 ibitiftsd.
Order Cat. PRE -S

A 0 -10,000 -ohm ohmmeter and con-
tinuity tester. A rheostat is built in for
correct zero resistance adjustment. The
unit contains a three -cell flashlight bat-
tery. Supplied with two 5 -foot -long wire
leads with tip plugs. Case is 4 -inch diem-
eter baked enamel. Sent you for an or-
der for one year's subscription for RADIO
Wolum (52 weeks) at the regular rate of
$6. Order Cat. PRE -500.

We do not pay postage on resistance meter. Average
Postage 17c.

DOLLAR SPECIALS
R -F

CHOKE
COILS

These coils have 50, 100, 200, 400 and 800 turns,
diameter 1 inch, and are suitable for detector plate
filtering, screen filtering, grid and plate loads, etc.
The 50 is for short waves, 100 for television band, 200
for broadcast band, 400 for high intermediate fre-
quencies (450 to 300) and 800 for lower intermediate
frequencies. Any four, or four of a kind, or com-

binations not exceeding total of four, sent free on receipt of $1.00 for
weeks trial subscription. Order Cat. PRE -4 -CH and state chokes de-
sired, by quantity and number of turns.

TWO BOOKS
BY

ANDERSON

BERNARD
some
books
Cats.

"The Superheterodyne," by J. E. Anderson and
Herman Bernard. A treatise on the theory and
practice of the outstanding circuit of the day.
Special problems of super'heterodynes treated au-
thoritatively.
"Foothold on Radio." A simple and elementary
exposition of how broadcasting is conducted, with

receiver circuits and an explanation of their functioning. Both
sent free on receipt of $1.00 for 8 weeks trial subscription. Order
PRE-SH-FH.

CHOICE OF
PANEL TYPE

METERS

One meter sent free with each $1.00 trial sub-
scription (8 weeks). Order Cat. PRE-MTR and
add the number of the meter to the catalogue
number. Any number of meters may be or-
dered on the equivalent extended subscription
basis.

0-6 Voltmeter D.0 No. 3350.50 Voltmeter D.0 No. 3376 -Volt Charge Tester D.0 No. 230-10 Amperes D.0 No. 3380-25 Milliamperes D.C. No. 3250-50 Milliamperes D.0 No. 3500-100 Milliamperes D.C. No. 3900-300 Milliamperes D.0 No. 3990-400 Milliamperes D.0 No. 394

HANDY
PACKAGE OF

PARTS

SHIELDS
FOR 57,

58 TUBES

One grid condenser of 0.00025 mfd., with clips;
one 5 -to -7 meg. fixed grid leak; one knob with

-inch shaft; one a -c cable and plug. All sent
on receipt of u.coa for 8 -weeks trial subscription.
Order Cat. PRE-HANPKG.

Aluminium shields of the type specified by thetube manufacturers for sensitive circuits, so thatthe shield top fits snugly about the tube dome, areobtainable, six free on receipt of $1.00 for 8 weekstrial subscription. Order Cat. PRE-TUBSH.

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.
(WE PAY POSTAGE ON ALL PRODUCTS LISTED ON THIS PAGE, EXCEPT OHMMETER).
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